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CHAPTER I

ISTRCSTOCflO*

The problem of crime and the struggle between law observance and 

anti-social behavior are almost as old as man. Today men is faced with 

seeking an answer to the problems of crime and delinquency. The rela

tionship between the two was pointed out by J. Edgar Hoover when he 
sald, "Delinquency itself is the training school for adult crime." 

Further evidence of this m y  be found in records of penal institutions 
which show that the bulk of inmates started their criminal careers in 
early youth.

!
In recent years the number of American boys and girls involved

in delinquency has increased at a greater rate than has the population
V- ' 2 ■ ■

in the same age group. This increase in juvenile delinquency has 

brought about a greater interest in the field of juvenile behavior.
There have been many books, reports, and articles written on the sub
ject, as well as an upsurge in the number of studies and investigations 
by individuals and social science groups.

Many people in the field of psychology and sociology are searching 

for the cause or causes of delinquency. Among the theories advanced as 
factors and influences causing delinquency are physical abnormalities,

*John Edgar Hoover, Juvenile Delinquency (Reprint from The Syra
cuse law Review/ Toi. 4, Ho. 2, Spring, 1953), p. 196.
—  : ‘ ■ '

.. • : *U. S. Congress, Senate, Committee bn the Judiciary, Interim Re
port, Juvenile Delinquency, Report Ho. 106A, 83rd Cong., 2d Sees., 195&,
p. 7.



2
degrees of insanity, and emotional instability, poverty and slxm en
vironment, and stimulation of press, movie, radio, television, and 
comic books.^ It is probably safw to say, however, that when the 
right combination of these personal and social factors occurs, a de

linquency may be committed. Nevertheless, researchers continue to 
study other causes of delinquency and delinquent behavior.

Adolescence is the period between childhood and adulthood when 

the individual passes from childish habits of behavior and attitudes 
to mature ones. With these changes come the need for the adolescent 

to adjust to its new role as an adult. The adjustment may be more 
difficult to make if the changes occur rapidly. The adolescent enjoys 
neither the status of a child nor that of an adult. It is expected to 

seek status as a person in its own ri^t. . In many instances, then, it 
is not unusual for an adolescent to develop feelings of inferiority 
and insecurity, and to seek new social learningsv Awkwardness-and clum
siness, both physical and in social situations, are normal. It is net 
difficult to understand why this period of life has often been referred 
to as one of "stress and strain." The Instability of the adolescent 
is, in part, due to the rapid and uneven physical development of the 

child; the lack of knowledge and experience, coupled with the desire to 

be independent? conflicting demands from parents, teachers, ani society 

that it take responsibility and "grow up, * but at the same time it is

^See Hearings Before the Subcommittern To Investigate Juvenile De
linquency Of The Committee On The Judiciary United Staten Senat* 1954—56; 
Neeley %. Teeters and John Otto Relnemann, The Chall en*e of Delinquency 
(Englewood Cliffs N.J., 1950); Haul V. Thppan, Juvenile Delin^uenev (Tat 
ed.; New York, 1949); Frederick Vertham, M. D., Seduction of the Innocent 
(New York, 195*0.



treated as a child or told it is "not old enou^i;" and the discontin
uity la training the child to be nen-responsihle and obedient, yet ex
pecting it to command obedience and be responsible when it reaches 
adulthood. This period of transition leaven its mark on future behav

ior. Because the adolescent feels unsure of 1tself and insecure in its 
status, it may withdraw or become aggressive, self-conscious, sensi
tive, or reserved. Being deprived of status may lead to a state of 

chronic frustration and, in turn, aggressive behavior. The aggression 

may take the form of exaggerated demands for independence, contempt for 
adults and adult values, arrogance, defiance of all authority, and hoe-

Ltile attitudes toward parents and elders.
: . During the early months of 1957, newspapers in Arizona began a

"campaign" for revision of the Juvenile Code. Their primary interest

was to lower the age limit for children coming under the jurisdiction
of the juvenile court from eighteen to sixteen years, and to open for

publication the now secret records of proceedings of the juvenile court,
newspapers printed front page articles, two of which were headlined

5
"Can A Juvenile Set Away With Murder In Arizona?" and "Do Arizona laws

6Coddle Juvenile Offenders?" Through these and other articles, an ef

fort was made to arouse public opinion to bring pressure on the state 

legislature then in session to pass laws to revlse the Juvenile Code. 
Pima County State Senator Harry;Ackerman wae quoted in the Tucson Daily *

^Class lecture by Dr. Lewis Hertz, Lecturer, Department of Phil
osophy and Psychology, University of Arizona, Feb. 5, 1957.

^The Arizona Daily Star, Feb. 3, 1957, Section A # p. l.
z - ■ '*eb. 6, 1957, Section B, p. 1.
^Tucson Daily Citizen, Feb. 16, 1957, p. 2.
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Citizen ae terming the legislature's action "hysteria comparable to 
the old lynch mobs . . . . If there's hysteria in the Legislators, it 
reflects hysteria of the public." The newspapers had succeeded. Op
ponents to any change in the Juvenile Code were of the opinion that, 

Instead of changing the law, the state should provide the existing in
stitutions with more facilities to care for delinquents, and establish 
intermediate institutions to handle borderline cases with emphasis on 

treatment and rehabilitation. Dr. Clyde Tedder, sociology professor 
at the Dniversity of Arizona, was quoted in the Tucson Dally Citizen 

as saying, "The recent rash of bills introduced on juvenile delinquency 
and discussions about them in the press can be belled down to just one
statement* Do the people of Arizona want the juvenile court system to

8continue?" Students at Pueblo High School in Tucson who were polled 
on the proposed changes in the Juvenile Code said they would like to 

have the privileges of adulthood along with the penalties of it if the 

age limit is to be lowered. They brought out the fact that the legal 
age limits for buying cigarettes/ liquor, getting married, joining the 

armed forces, and driving a car range from sixteen years to twenty-one
9 -years of age. In the final days of its session, the legislature 

passed a law repealing the section of the Juvenile Cede which kept 

secret the record of proceedings of the juvenile court.1® He other 
laws affecting the Juvenile Code were passed. The repeal of this ee»-

8IMi., Mar. 6, 1957, p. 15.
*The Arizona Dally Star, Mar. if 1957, Section B, p. 1.

^ 1956 Arizona Beyised Statutes, Title 8, sec. 237.



tton-takes effect June 14, 1957, after which time It may he seen If the 
publication of a child*e name and that of Its parents will he a deter
rent to juvenile delinquency, as the newspapers have stated.

The purpose of this thesis is to Investigate the often neglected 
side of the juvenile problem— that of control and treatment of juvenile 
delinquents and dependent and neglected children. Does Arizona have an 
adequate and flexible Juvenile Code? Do the law enforcement agencies 

coddle the children they apprehend? Where are children detained? What 
is the procedure for Investigating delinquent, dependent, and neglect 
cases by the probation department? What goes on behind the closed 
doors of a juvenile court hearing? Which is more important, the child 
or the offense It committed? Hew are the various types of cases dis
posed of? Does the juvenile court system work? '

This study is limitediprimarily to the State of Arizona and in

cludes a study of the juvenile court law, apprehension, detention, case 

investigation and procedure, the court hearing, and the disposition of 
cases, with special attention to Pima County.

Summary of the Juvenile Court 
Movement in the United Staten

In the American colonial period, youth, especially those in the 

lower economic classes, had definite obligations. If they did not meet 
the standards set by society, they were tried in the criminal courts 
and jailed with adult offenders. laws dealing with apprentices were 
severe. If a child violated his contract or ran away, he was apprehen
ded and jailed. Meglected or abandoned children could be turned over 
to the magistrates and apprenticed out or sent to the county jail or

5
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11the poorhouse. :

In 1825, reformers, through The Society for the Beftorwtlon of 
Juvenile Delinquents, began working for reforms In the treatment and 
care of children. Tith this purpose in mind, they opened the House of 

Heftige near Madison Square in New York City, Similar private Institu
tions in Boston and Philadelphia were established shortly thereafter.
The first public Institution for this purpose was founded In Veetbor-

12ough, Massachusetts, In 1847.

Despite the well-meaning reform groups, superintendents, and 
boards of directors, the early Bouses of Befuge were little different 
in architecture and administration from.the conventional prisons. ^

Until the latter part of the nineteenth century, the legal pro
cedure followed in the case of a child over, seven years of age was es

sentially the. same as that for an adult; that is, punishment was meted 
in accordance with the nature of the offense. In some instances, this 

called for the death penalty, life imprisonment, or very long terms of 
confinement.^ By the late 1800's, thousands of children throughout 
the country had been brought before adult criminal courts, tried for 
offenses, and punished as adults.*'* :

^Harry Dimer Barnes and Negley K. Teeters, New Horizon* in Crim- 
inology (New York, 1943), p. 898.

Some luropean forerunners of the House of Befuge were the 
House of Correction movement in Holland in the seventeenth century, 
the Peetalozzl school for orphans In 1775, and work of the London Phil
anthropic Society which opened schools to rehabilitate delinquent and 
homeless children in the early iBoO's.

^Barnes and Teeters, flu. cit., pp, 904-07.
14
Pauline V. Yeung, Social Treatment in Prohatiow aw<i Delinquency 

(1st ed.j New York, 1937), p. 171.
^^Marian Van Waters, Youth in Conflict (New York, 1925), p. 147.
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the progressive era around the turn of the last century has had 

a great effect on the American people, this was an era in which there 
was a strong movement for social legislation, reform, and more popular 
control of the government, the juvenile court which was founded dur
ing this period was not an isolated attempt at reform in the field of 
child welfare. Other reforms concerning children included child labor 
legislation, the curtailing of working hours, protection agaihst haz

ards to health and morals, factory inspection, and separation of the 

young offenders from hardened, adult criminals while in confinement.

the Illinois legislature, in 1899, passed a law entitled "An Act 
to Regulate the treatment and Control of Dependent, Reflected and De
linquent C h i l d r e n . t h i s  created the first juvenile court in the 

17United States. It provided for judges of the circuit court in coun

ties over 500,000 in population to designate one or more of their num
ber to hear cases coming under the Juvenile court law. The law stated

1Athat, for convenience, the court could he called the "Juvenile Court." 
The newly created court was to apply for the first time the principle 
of rehabilitation of juvenile offenders to the entire court procedure. 
Prior to this, the use of probation and suspended sentence.had become 
frequent in many cases concerning minors.

1*1913 Illinois Revised Statutes, sees. 169-90.

17Juvenile courts were not new when the movement began in 
America. In 1890, children's courts were organized in South Aus
tralia.

181913 Illinois Revised Statutes, sec. 1?1.
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Mach of the driving force behind the movement for the juvenile

court In Illinois was provided by Julia C. lathrop and Jane Addaas of
Chicago. They, as social workers, became Interested In a new method

for treating juvenile delinquents and did much to persuade a committee
of the Illinois State Conference of Charities to draft the juvenile

19court law and work for Its passage.
The chief character!sties of the newly formed court Included 

separate hearings for children's cases, regular probation service, 
special court records and probation records, informal procedure, and 
detention separate from adults. These characteristics have since 
become accepted methods In the operation of Juvenile courts, and the 
Illinois law was used as a pattern by other states In writing their 
juvenile court laws. • .

After Chicago, Illinois, the next city in the United States to 
establish a juvenile court was Denver, Colorado. Sitting as Judge of 

the County Court of Denver, Benjamin Lindsey Interpreted a school at

tendance law passed in May, 1899, &* applicable to children under six-
21teen years of age charged with any offense. The law required chil

dren between fourteen and sixteen years of age to attend school under
22certain conditions If they could not read or write the English language.

19Begley K. Teeters and John Otto Belnemann, The Challenge at 
Delinquency (Englewood Cliff*, R. J., 1950), pp. 285-86.

20Barnes and Teeters, £&. clt., p. 923.
21Teeters and Belnemann, aa. clt., p. 286.

' : ' " ; • - ' -1904 Mills* Annotated Statutes of the State of Colr>-rnflr> (Re
vised Supplement),^tec. h047c.
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As one of the pioneers in the Juvenile court movement, Benjamin

Bindsey worked for a regular Juvenile court law, which the Colorado
23legislature passed in 1903. The law provided for the county courts

in the state to have jurisdiction in all cases coming under the Juven- 
24lie court law.

" The work of reformers and protests against the old system causW. 
rapid creation of juvenile courts in the United States/ By 1909, more 
than twenty states had passed some type of juvenile court law. Wyo

ming, in 1945, "became the forty-eighth state to enact a Juvenile court 
law. Today, the Federal system, the District of Columbia, Alaska, 

%wall, and Puerto lico also have juvenile court lawa.^
Wot all Juvenile courts are separate or independent courts. In 

many instances, existing county, probate, municipal, superior, district 

and circuit courts are called juvenile courts while exercising juris
diction in Juvenile cases.

In an effort to achieve greater uniformity in state legislation 
on Juvenile courts, a model law entitled1"Standard Juvenile Court Act" 

was drafted in 1921 by the Rational Probation and Parole Association 
and the %ited States Children’s Bureau. It has since been revised 
several times to keep abreast of the developments in the child welfare

23Other pioneers-in the juvenile court movement included: Julian 
W. Mack, Judge of Chicago Juvenile Court 1905-07; %rvey Baker, first 
Judge of the Boston Juvenile Court; and Timothy D. ftirley, first Chief 
Probation Officer of the Chicago Juvenile Court.

2S.904 Mills' Annotated Statutes of the State of Colorado (Re
vised Supplement), secs 422w-42211.

2^Teeters and Relnemann, sol. clt., p. 289.
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field. Approximately eleven states, including Arizona, have Incorpor-

26ated nearly all sections of the model act into their statutes.
The juvenile court movement spread not only in America but to 

many other parts of the world. Some foreign countries have established 
juvenile courts or children's courts, adapted to their own judicial and 
administrative systems and to their own social and educational needs. 
Great Britain and Canada organized juvenile courts in 1968; Switzerland, 
in 1910; Belgium and Hungary, in 1913; Argentina, in 1919; India, in 
1920; Holland and Japan, in 1922; Germany and Brazil, in 1924. Spain, 
South Africa, and New Zealand have followed suit. Until 1932, Russia 
maintained a juvenile court, but after that year the question of ju
venile delinquency was turned over to the education authorities, and a

27special branch of social education was created.

After the establishment of juvenile courts for the handling of

children, it.was soon recognized that a special type of treatment was

also necessary. Exponents of the juvenile court found their efforts

hampered because the court had no scientific analysis of the human ma-
28 __teriel coming before it. Therefore, specialists who might be help-

29ful to the Judge and to the child were added or used as consultants.

26IMA., p. 292.
27Y©ung, ffla. fill., p. 173.

. ^Dr. William Healy, a leading American criminologist and pioneer 
in delinquency research, founded the first child guidance clinic in 
1909 In Chicago and, along with other clinics that were soon established, 
worked on behavior problems, diagnosis, and treatment of Juvenile de
linquents.

90 ’ *- 1 - < -" * " . '
Barnes and Teeters, SB., slk., p. 930.
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Actuated by sentiment, the courts1 nore ardent proponente and

supporters seized upon this movement as the cure-all for problems of
child welfare and began leading the courts Into the whole range of the
child welfare field. Many courts under this leadership assumed func-

30tions beyond those designed to correct the youthful law violator.
As the concept of special treatment for juveniles became mere 

widely accepted; it was only natural that the age of offenders requir

ing this type of treatment was extended to include boys and girls up 
to the age of twenty-one.

: : The Boys* Court, a special division of the Chicago Municipal
Court, was set up in 1914 as the first special court to handle boys 
between the ages of seventeen and twenty-one. The court had Jurisdlo- 

tion over misdemeanors and quasi-criminal offenses committed by boys 

in this age group. The establishment of this special court was consid
ered a better move than increasing the age limit in the Juvenile court

because the problems of the older.boys are different from these of the
31younger ones. - ' • .■ i .

Shortly after the Chicago Boys' Court was established, a similar 
step was taken in Philadelphia in 1915 with the establishment of courts 
to handle cases of minors between the ages of sixteen and twenty-one.

Courts with similar jurisdiction and for the same age group as 
the Chicago Boys' Court were established in Hew fork City, Brooklyn,

^®A. 0. Sllett, Biennial Beuort of the Secretary of the Juvenile 
Court and Probation Department (State of Utah, 1942), p. 10,

^Barnes and Teeters, SSL. fill., pp. 938-39.
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and Qaeena, in the 1930*8, w^Ler the name of Adolescent Cotirte. The 
movement for adolescent or youth courts wee slew In spreading because 
the courts embodied some but net all the Juvenile court aspects and, 
at the ease time, retained certain features of criminal procedure used 

in the general criminal court. Although a few of these courts were es
tablished, the practice was not widespread when the Youth-Correction

32Authority was proposed in 1940.

This plan for youth between the ages of sixteen and twenty-one 

years was proposed by the American Law Institute. The Institute, com

posed of many outstanding lawyers and professors of criminal law and 
criminology, adopted a program that had been carefully prepared by a 
committee, which: had been selected for that purpose. It Mills for a 

Youth-Correction Authority to be established by the legislature in each 

state. It provides for those youth who are sentenced to be placed in 

an Independent state agency for corrective and preventive treatment, 
and for the substitution of individualised treatment and training for 
the retributive punishment of the "reform schools."

The Youth-Correction Authority courts set up an Integrated sys

tem, looking to individualization of treatment with the greatest possi
ble degree of elasticity. These courts hear complaints regarding of
fenses committed by older" youth and attempt to handle them without 

court action.. .Their objective is rehabilitation of those susceptible 
to rehabilitation, and segregation for the protection of society of 
those who are a menace to the public welfare.

^2Teeters and Belnemann, g&. cit., pp. 351-54.



The training and treatment services are in the hands of special
ly trained persona— educators, institutional people, psychologists, so

13

cial workers, and psychiatrists. The Authority is composed of at 
least three members drawn from the field of education, probation, the 
legal profession, and penal administration, and one member from the

psychiatric field. ^ As was the founding of the juvenile court, the 
Youth-Correction Authority is considered one of the meet significant 
contributions to modern penology.

The federal government, in keeping up with modern penology, 

passed a Juvenile Delinquency Act in 193®, providing for prosecution 
of juvenile delinquents, seventeen years of age or under, on the ba
sis of information rather than the traditional indictment, if the 
children so consent. If found guilty after a hearing before a fed
eral judge in his chambers, it may be placed on probation or turned 
over to any public or private agency which the court may designate .

for the purpose of "custody, care, subsistence, education, or train- 
15ing." - ..... . . ' • "
A fundamental principle of the juvenile court is the exclusive

ness of its jurisdictioni that is, the assurance that the function and 

scope of the court in dealing with the children in need of aid, pro- 

taction, and guidance shall not be curtailed or abridged.

3%arnee and Teeters, fip. fill., pp. 942-43. 

P. >88. ;
S., Statutes at large, H I , pp. 764-66. 

___ ■’.Teeters and Belnemann, flB. fill., p. 304.



The Juvenile court finds its principal reason for existence in 

the field of penal reform. While its fundamental approach is non-crim
inal in character, its program is directed toward treating the wayward 
and criminal tendencies of youth on an individual basis and using a- 
vallable sociological and psychological tools to the end that such ten

dencies shall he corrected and the child saved for useful citizenship. 
It is founded upon a philosophy that crime in its larger sense is not 

of spontaneous origin, hut is the outgrowth of a developmental process 

which has its roots in childhood and youth. The juvenile courts main
tain that the individual is the product of its accumulated experiences 
plus hereditary endowment; The juvenile court accepts the view, 
therefore, that the criminal tendencies, which redirect the forces 
having a hearing upon the child's life and development, can he correc

ted. .. . ■ ■ ' ' ; ■
The court deals with a case primarily in the role of a physician. 

It recognizes the delinquent act as a symptom and attempts to prohe 
deeper to find the underlying cause or causes. In a majority of cases 
the disease is merely some miner disturbance which can he cured with a 
simple prescription, often under supervision in the child's own home 

or in a carefully chosen foster home. In rare cases, the delinquency 

has been neglected to such an extent, or progressed so far and of such 
a nature, that the child needs institutional treatment. The philoso
phy of the juvenile court has been widely accepted in America during 

the last forty-odd years and has been hailed as the outstanding con
tribution made by the United States toward penal reform.3?

37Enett, 22.. flit., p. 11
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The juvenile court Is not intended as a juvenile police to sub

stitute for the regular police officers or as an agency to substitute 
for the schools and public and private social service agencies by deal

ing with their problem cases. The Juvenile court should step into a 
case when other forces having a bearing upon the child's life and de
velopment have failed or when it appears that an agency will be unable 
to produce a result in keeping with the pattern laid down by society. 
When the court does step in, it is not for the purpose of replacing 

other agencies, but for viewing the child as a whdle in his relation
ship to society and then redirecting and coordinating the forces that 
may be necessary to correct the anti-social behavior of the child.

Another purpose of the juvenile court is to protect the neglected, 

deserted, and dependent child1 that is, a child who lacks proper paren
tal care by reason of the fault or habits of the parent, guardian, or 

custodian; who is abandoned by its parent, guardian or custodian; who 
is in a disreputable place; who associates with vagrant, vicious, or 

immoral persons; and who is engaged in an occupation, or in a situation,
dangerous to life or limb or injurious to the health or morale of it- 

38self and others.

The juvenile court had its legal basis in English common law.
It was based on the principle of equity or chancery, as many writers 
have stated and the opinions of courts have affirmed, where the state

38IbM., P. 12
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39assumes duties which parents are unable or unwilling to fulfill,

and on the theory that children under seven years of age are incapable

of committing a crime. The extension of this theory to include chil-
hOdren through the age of sixteen or sixteen was logical. Provisions 

were also made for classifying offenders under the milder term "delin

quents."
The juvenile court laws have been subject to attack, as have 

been many laws on social reform, even after they have proved success
ful. Most attacks have been attempts to narrow the scope of the ju
venile courts by legislation reducing the maximum juvenile court age
or by court decisions holding that juvenile courts have no legal

_ 41status.
Juvenile court acts and similar statutes were attacked on con

stitutional grounds in the first few years after the enactment of the 
first juvenile court law. The courts held, however, that the juvenile 

courts were not criminal in nature; thus they were not unconstitutional 
because of the informality of procedure and because they deprived the 
right of a jury trial and the right of appeal or similar protection 
given persons charged with a crime under the United States Constitu-

39The theory of parens patriae— the state is parent. The state, 
as a sheltering, wise parent, assumes guardianship and has power to 
shield the child from the rigors of the common law and from neglect or 
depravity of adults.

^Teeters and Beinemann, SB. fill., PP. 28&-91. 
i P» 338.
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tion'
43

the vairioue state constitutions.

42^ g Constitution, Art. 3, sec. 2; Sixth Amendment.

^Katherine T. Lenroot, "The Evolution of the Juvenile Court," 
The Annals of the Amsrlmn Academy of Political and Social Science,
CV (1923), up. 214-15.



CHAPTER II

CEtlCIN AHD DimOPMEHT .OZ THE J U m i L l  CCXJRT LAV 
IH THE TERRITCST OF ARIZONA.

Prior to the passage of the first juvenile court hill hy the
Arizona legislature in 1907, cases concerning children were handled

without special distinction in the regular territorial district
courts. Most cases concerning guardianship, wards, and adoptions of

1children were handled hy the prohate courts.
It appears that the movement for juvenile courts in the Terri-

■ *

tory of Arizona started and received its impetus from a few leading 

citizens of Cochise County.

Mrs. Stuart Trench of Bishee, as President of the Arizona Feder

ation of Women1s Cluhs from 1905 to 1907, did much to arouse the var

ious territorial women's groups to urge their legislators to enact a 
juvenile court law and to provide for the establishment of probation 
officers in the various townships of the territory. Although the Ari

zona Federation of Women's Clubs was not a reform organization, except 
in the broad sense of the word, its purpose was to educate women to

2take part in current reform movements and propose constructive work.

iDally Intematlonal-American (Douglas, Arizona), Annual Humber,1908, p. 6. ..
2Margaret Wheeler Boss, The Tale is Told, p. 53.
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Mrs. Trench asked. B. B. Bliinwood, a lawyer of Biebee and counsel

for the Phelpe-Dodge Corporation, to draft the juvenile court "bill that

was Introduced to the legislature In 1907. The bill, as drafted by
Bliinwood, tod the publicized approval of Idwtrd Kent, Chief Justice

3of the Supreme Court of the territory.
Another supporter of the juvenile court was Probate Judge T. V. 

Goodbody of Cochise County. In January, 1907, he wrote an open let

ter to Judge J. C. Phillips, a probate judge in Phoenix, proposing 
that the probate judge in each county be made judge of a juvenile 

court. Judge Goodbody suggested the juvenile law of the state of Col
orado be taken as a model for the Arizona law. He proposed that these 
probate juvenile judges hold Juvenile court sessions in the immediate 

areas of juvenile cases In order to lessen the traveling expenses in

curred by parents and witnesses concerned. He had in mind his own 

county of Cochise more than any other in the territory when he made 

this suggestion, because most of the cases in his county arose in Bi«-
- .... 4bee and Douglas and not in Tombstone^ the county seat.

The Tucson Citizen -published Judge Phillips' reply to the letter,
wherein he stated he believed the creation of the juvenile court would
result in many cases developing that otherwise would not occur. Be

was further quoted as saying:
I want to see good beys and. girls, but I believe those 

who are tod can be made better by good advice and good treat
ment more successfully than by bringing the® into court to

3The Tucson Citizen, Mar. 8, 1907, p. 3.
L ■ ■ ' . " -
IMi., Jan. 15, 1907, p. 8.
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threaten them with the awful majesty of the law.

There are "bad boys and bad girls, but nine cases of 
every ten, if investigated, will show that it is the fault 
of the parents as much as that of the child. Parents allow 
them to run wild, and when it is too late attempt to reform 
them. They fail, and then turn to the law to do what,they 
should and could have done had they trained their children 

as they should.5

Judge Phillips did not feel there was sufficient need for a ju
venile court. His views did not meet, with the approval of the women in
all parts of Arizona who were working under Mrs. Trench's supervision

6for a juvenile court law. .
In February, 1907, James F. Mahoney, reputedly one of the first 

successful superintendents of the Territorial Industrial School at 
Benson,^ stated to the press that he thought a juvenile court would be

%)!&. ::
6 : ' -Ibid.
„ . -
fThls school was established in 1901 as the Territorial Reform 

School. The legislature provided for a tax levy to raise $33,000.00 
for the construction of buildings. In 1903 the name of the school was 
changed to the Territorial Industrial School, and in 1912 it was moved 
to Fort Grant in Graham County where the United States government had 
given the military buildings and reservation to the Territory of Ari
zona. George H. Kelly (compiler), legislative History^ Arizona 1864— 
1912 (State Historian, 1926), p. 218.

Conditions at the school after its move to Fort Grant were not 
good. The State legislature did not appropriate enough money for im
provements. A* a result, the teacher at the school used textbooks that 
were twenty to thirty years eld, and chipped dishes and cups were used 
and washed in a bath tub, to mention a few inconveniences. The boys 
and girls had separate quarters, and when the girls were moved to Ran
dolph School when it opened in 1928, the smaller boys were housed in 
the girls1 quarters away from the larger boys. The superintendent and 
many of the employees, althou^i political appointees, were sympathetic 
and understanding toward the children, but this was not sufficient to 
overcome the lack of appropriations required to obtain the needed facil
ities. Interview with Mrs. Tom Davenport, Superintendent of the Ari
zona Children's Borne, Tucson, Arizona, 1916-1925, Apr. 10, 1957.
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good for the territory. Hie statements regarding Judge Geodhody's 
open letter to Judge Phillips were quoted hy The Tucson Citizen:

The judge /~Goodbody_J is right . . . .  I am certainly 
in favor of a juvenile court, not only in this county, hut In 
every county in the Territory, and the prohate judge should 
handle this court, providing we have men who understand hoys 
at the head of it, such as the probate judge of Cochise ~ -
County.8
Prior to and during the 190? session of the legislature, there 

was little publicity given to the proposed juvenile court bill. In an 

article on January 20, 1907, the Arizona Daily Star stated:
The coming legislature will be asked to pass a law creat

ing and maintaining juvenile courts in Ari*ona, such as are now 
in most successful operation in Colorado and several of the 
states. These courts are proving to be of the highest value in 
training reckless and unruly boys and girls. They do not par
take of the element of reform of industrial schools, but are so 
conducted that they develop the best there is in the boy or 
girl by appealing to their higher nature. “

There is no doubt but that the Legislature will enact such 
a law when.it comes to understand the merits of the same.
There are a large number of the best citizens of.Arizona, es
pecially of our good women, who are very anxious to have this 
law enacted. Hone but good results can flow therefrom. The 
cost of.maintaining the same is very small. As a rule the . 
judges of probate of the respective counties can perform the 
service. Every community in which these juvenile courts have 
been established and the purpose of the same carried out, are 
great beneficiaries. It is to be hoped.that the 24th Arizona• 
Legislature will distinguish itself in the interest of the boys 
and girls of-Arizona by establishing a system of juvenile 
courts, which are proving so much benefit wherever maintained 
in different sections of the country.^

An.indication of the relative lack of popular interest in the 

juvenile court bill may have been reflected in the list of requests by 

constituents of Assemblyman Bo J. Whiteside, Democrat from Santa Cruz

e ...
The Tucson Citizen, Ibb. 4, 1907, p. 5. 
Arizona Daily Star, Jan. 20, 1907, p. 2.
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Oeenty. None of eleven major requeets mede to him concerned the ju

venile court lav.10
The Twenty*-Fourth Legislative Assembly of the Territory of Ari

zona began Its session on January 21, 1907, at the territorial Capi
tol in Phoenix. Membership in the Council consisted of eight Republi
cans and four Democrats; and in the Hence of Representatives, sixteen 

Democrats and eight Republicans. Governor Joseph Kfbby, in his mes
sage to the legislature on January 22, 1907, outlined many pieces of 

legislation he hoped to have passed. Although the Governor vac known 

to be in favor of establishing a juvenile court, there was no mention 
of it in his message.11

On March 5, 1907, Steve Roomer,12 * Council member from Cochise 
County in the Twenty—Fourth Legislature, introduced Council Bill Dum

ber 108, entitled "An Act Defining the Powers of the Several District 
Courts of the Territory of Arizona in Reference to the Care, Treatment 

and Control of Dependent, Reflected, Incorrigible and Delinquent Chil
dren Odder the Age of Sixteen (l6) Years, and Providing for the Means 
by Which Such Powers May Be Exercised." The rules were suspended, the 

bill wme considered and read for the first time in full, and one han-

10The Tucson Citizen, Jan. 17, 1907, p. 5.
11IMA., Jan. 22, 1907, p. 1.
12Steve Roomer, a Benson businessman, served in the territorial 

legislature from 1901 to 1907. He was a Democrat and worked for reform 
and progress. The Territorial Industrial School in Benson received 
much of hie attention. James H. KcClintock, Arizona, Yol. Ill: Bio
graphical (Chicago, 1916), pp. 145-46.
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dred copies were ordered printed.

Passage of Ootmcil Bill *euiber 108 case with great speed In both
the Connell end the Bouse, (h March 11, 1907, the M i l  was read the
second time by title In the Connell. Then, upon a motion by George
Hunt, Democrat from Gila County, the rules were suspended and the bill
was considered engrossed, placed on final passage, and passed by the

14Council by a unanimous rote of all twelve members. .
A Council message Informed the House on March 12, 190?, that It 

had passed Council Bill lumber 108. The Bouse then suspended the 

rules and the bill was read for the first and second times by title 
only. The rules were further suspended and the bill was read the 
third time.In full and placed on final passage. It then passed the

15House by a unanimous vote of those present. -

A message from Governor Kibby, dated March 21, 1907, was announced 
and read in the Council, informing them that he had signed Council Bill 
Humber 108. ^  Juvenile courts were thus created to handle cases of 
dependent, neglected, incorrigible, and delinquent children under the 
age of sixteen years.

This Twenty-Fourth legislature was designated as a reform legis- * 15

•̂3Journals of the Twenty-Fourth Legislative Aagsmblv of the Ter—
xltory of ArlsoM. 11907), "  w !

, P. 23*.
15Ibld.) pp. 240-41.

326-27.

13
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lature— passing laws providing for indeterminate sentences for persons 
convicted of crimes, and prohibiting gambling and the presence of wo
men and minors in saloons. Yet for some reason, newspaper reports at 

the close of the session listing the important measures passed foiled 

to include the passage of the juvenile court bill.
Arizona might well be proud of its early establishment of the 

juvenile court system. Many states did not set up their juvenile 

courts until much later. Oklahoma, which came into the Union in 1907, 

had no provisions for a juvenile court in its Constitution,and Mew 

Mexico, which case into the Union in 1912 shortly before Arizona, did 
not establleh its juvenile court system until 1917. -

Illinois, in 1899, became the first state to provide for a juven-
20 21 _H e  court system. Colorado established its system in 1903. "here

is evidence to show that Colorado used the Illinois law as a model for

its law, and that Arizona used both the Illinois and Colorado laws am
models for its law. Although the structure of the Arizona juvenile
court system is similar to that set up by Colorado, the wording of
the Arizona law more closely approximates that of the Illinois law.

This is not to suggest that the three states had laws that were nearly

^ Arizona Pally Star, Feb. 10, 1907, p. 2.
^Hastings H. % r t  (ed.). Juvenile Court laws la the U. S. (Hew 

York, 1910), pp. 85-87.
^1917 laws of the State of Hew Mexico, Oh. 4.

^ 1911 Illinois Revised Statutes, secs. 169-90.
^ 1904 M m »1 Annotated Statutes of the State of Colorado (Rb- 

vlsed Supplement)f secs 422W-42211.
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Identical; each had sections that were not found In the other two

states* laws, hut much of the general structure of the juvenile court

system was the same. ' - ' .. % .
The 190? Arizona law Is prefaced with the following statement:

VHBUA.S, the welfare of the Territory demands that chil
dren sltould he guarded from association and contact with 
crime and criminals, and the ordinary process of the criminal 
law does not provide such treatment and care and moral en
couragement as are essential to all children in the formative 
period of life hut endangers the whole future of the child; 
and ■ " * - : -

WHEREAS, experience has shown that children lacking 
proper parental care or guardianship are led Into courses of 
life which may render them liable to the pains and penalties 
of the criminal law of the Territory, although In fact the 
real interests of such child or children, require that they 
he not Incarcerated in the penitentiaries and jails as mem
bers of the criminal class hut he subjected to a wise care, 
treatment and control, that their evil tendencies may he 
checked and their better Instincts may he strengthened; 
and * * - • • - - — • *

WHEREAS, to that end it Is important that the powers 
of the Courts in respect to the care, treatment and control 
over dependent, neglected, delinquent and incorrigible chil
dren should he clearly distinguished from the powers exer
cised in the administration of the criminal law;22
The law established the juvenile court system^ and gave the 

district courts in the counties, in addition to their traditional 
powers, exclusive original jurisdiction in all cases involving the 
"treatment and control of dependent, neglected, incorrigible and de

linquent children under the age of sixteen (l6) years." A dependent 
or neglected child was defined as one "who is destitute, homeless,

JL2QZ- 
Session Laws)

23,

Session laws Arizona, Ch. 78. (Hereafter cited as

the fact that 
court.

The tera "juvenile" is not found in the 1907 law, despite 
it set up what has "been commonly called the juvenile
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abandoned, or dependent upon the public for support or who has not 
proper parental care or guardianship." An incorrigible child re
ferred to a child "who is charged by its parents or guardian with 
being unmanageable," and a delinquent child was defined as a child, 

including an incorrigible, "who may be charged with the violation of 
any law of this Territory or the ordinance of any town or city."

The judges of the court were given authority to hold either open 

court or in chambers. They were restricted, however, in that all ses

sions of the juvenile court had to be held separately from the sessions

for general criminal cases. Provision was also made for the record of
94juvenile proceedings to be kept In a separate docket. The powere,

duties, and fees of the other officers of the district court were to
25

remain the same as provided for by law in the criminal cases.
Provision was made in the law for the district courts to retain

their powers to try, upon indictment, a delinquent child who might be
26so brou^it to trial.

The law farther provided for probation officers to make inves
tigations required by the court; to be present, if possible, when the 

case was heard; and to furnish information and assistance to the court. 

These probation officers took charge of a child, before end after tri
al, as the court directed. They were appointed by and served during 

the pleasure of the court. They received no compensation for their

^1907 Sea Hi on leva, Ch. ?8, sec. 1.
25IMA., eec. 2.
2̂ Ibld., sec, 12.
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tmrk.2^

The law specified, four Instances when the powers of the court 
could he exercised.: (l) If a citizen petitioned the court, saying 
that a child was neglected, dependent, incorrigible or delinquent, 

and in need of the care and protection of the court; (2) When a mag
istrate or justice of the peace certified that, in Me.opinion, the 

good of the child arrested on a criminal complaint did not require a 
prosecution upon a criminal complaint or upon an indictment under the 
laws of the territory; (3) "Whenever, after conviction of any child 
upon a criminal complaint before any magistrate or Justice of the 
Peace, or after return made by a magistrate of the proceedings upon 
the arrest of such delinquent child upon a criminal complaint, or up
on indictment, the District Attorney of the County shall certify that, 

in his opinion, the good of the child and the interests of the Terri

tory did not, or do not, require.a prosecution under the criminal 
laws of this Territory;" (4) If, upon the trial of a criminal com
plaint or upon indictment, the magistrate, justice of the peace, or 
judge trying the ease were of the opinion that the good of the child 
and the interests of the territory did not require a conviction under 
the criminal laws of the territory.

In such instances as described above, the judge holding the ju

venile court had the power to make the necessary orders for compelling 
the production of the child and the attendance of the parents or per

sons having custody or control of the child. The child was subject to

27lbid., sec. 4.
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the order of the court until the final disposition of the case. The 
court could permit the child to remain in the control of its parents, 
persons having charge of the child, the probation officer, an asso
ciation which had as an objective the care of delinquent - and neglected 

children, or in a place provided for by the territory or county. The 
judge of the juvenile court also had the power to step the proceed

ings against a child being tried by a justice of the peace and to set 
aside any sentence made by him.2®

Another feature of the original juvenile court system was that

no child, pending a hearing, could be placed in an apartment, cell,or
place of confinement, court room, or a vehicle of transportation in

»qcompany with adults charged with or convicted of a crime.

' The judge, after hearing a case and without the intervention of 

a jury, could make an order for the commitment and custody and care 

of the child. The child could be committed to the care of its par

ents and subject to supervision of the probation officerj to a suit
able institution or association willing to accept it; Or to the care 
of a reputable citizen, training school, or the Territorial Indus
trial School. Provision was also made for ordering the parent to con

tribute to the support of the child as the court might direct. Should 
the child be committed to the Territorial Industrial School, the court

..... 2^Ibld., sec. 3. The third instance when the powers of the
court could be exercised, as quoted above, appears to be ambiguous.
It is noted that this section of the 190? lew was revised in the 1Q19 
Session laws, Chapter 63, Section 3,

29M A . ,  sec. 8.



was to "be advised of the child's discharge and a record of the dis
charge kept in the court docket.

If a child was given to an association or individual for care, 
it became, unless otherwise ordered, a ward of the association or in

dividual. The association or.individual had the authority to place 
the child in a family home and could he a party to proceedings for 

its legal adoption. Assent by the association or individual in court 
was sufficient to authorize the court to enter the proper order or 

decree of adoption. It w s  stated, however, that such guardianship 

did not include the guardianship of any estate of the child.'

- In cases concerning a delinquent child permitted to remain in 
its own home, the court could commit the child to the care and guard

ianship of a probation offleer, to whom the child was required to re^ 

port. The court could also commit the child to the care and guard

ianship of a probation officer for placement in a good family home.
A delinquent child could alec be committed to the Territorial Indus
trial School or a society which worked for the protection of a depend
ent or delinquent child.

The court could not commit a delinquent child to the Territorial 
Industrial School if it was under twelve years of age, unless the 
court especially found it in the best interest of the child and the 
welfare of the community to do so. It could net commit a neglected

29

sec. 5. 
3*lMd., sec. 6. 
^2Ibid., sec.?.



or dependent child to the Territorial Industrial School. This school 
could only receive a child duly committed by the judge of a district 

court in chambers.
' The commitment of a child under the lav was not to extend be

yond the time that the child attained the age of twenty-one years.
All commitments to the Territorial Industrial School were for the 

term of the child's minority; however, the child could be discharged 
before that time by law or by the board of control of the Territorial 

Industrial School if it vae considered reformed. Release of the child 

vac to be full and complete from the penalties and disabilities crea- 
ted by its sentence.

Release from confinement in the Territorial Industrial School 

was given by the board of control when they felt that the child would 

live and remain at liberty without violating the law, and that its 

release was not incompatible with the welfare of society or detrimen
tal to its own good. Release could alsomme from the governor under
his power to grant a pardon, but no other petition or form of applies**

35tlon for release of a child would be honored by the board of control.
A child convicted of an offense punishable by confinement in 

the Territorial Industrial School and committed specifically under 
the 1907 law could be released by the board of control, as provided 
for in the law, or automatically when the child reached the age of * 34 35

33lbld., sec. 11.
34IMA., sec. 9.
351MA., sec. 13.
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31
twenty-one.^ The hoard of control had the power to remove a child

from the Territorial Industrial School and place It in the care of a
resident of the territory who was the head of a family, on such eon-

37ditions as the hoard established. If such a child left the person 

to whom It had heen committed, it could he returned to the Territorial 
Industrial School and forfeited all credits gained for good conduct.^® 

The law made it the duty of the court. In making orders commit
ting a child, to place the child in the care and custody of persons 

having the same religious beliefs and who would provide for care, 

custody, and discipline as nearly as possible to that which should 
have heen given by its parents. In all feasible cases, the child was
placed in an appropriate family home and became a member of the fam-

39lly by legal adoption or otherwise.

The 190? law took effect on the day of its passage, March 21,
401907, and all territorial laws in conflict with it were repealed.

The Ari*ona Federation of Women's Clubs did not lose interest
in the juvenile courts after the passage of the 1907 law. At their
annual meeting in Douglas, in November 1907, B. E. Elllnwood gave an
address entitled "The Arisona Juvenile Court Law," and a standing

4lcommittee on juvenile courts was created. At their annual meeting * 37 38 * * *

36,
IM1., eec. 9.

37Ibld.f sec. 14.
38IMA., sec. 15.

see. 10.
^0Iii&., sec. 16.
^Margaret Wheeler Boss, The Tale le Told, p. 53.



32
in T o m  in January 1909, the Tederation again diecueeed the Juvenile
court law and hew to make it more effective. A letter free Judge H -
ward Kent, entitled "Defects of the Juvenile Court lave of Arizona"
was r«kd and diecussed, and a symposium on "The Operation of the Juven-

42lie Court lav" vae held.
The Committee on Resolutions at the 1909 meeting recommended .

that the federation petition the Tventy-Mfth legislature of the
Territory of Arizona to take favorable action "To amend the Juvenile

Court lav to provide for paying probation officers for the malnten-
Ujance of children in their charge.* The resolution was passed.

The Twenty-fifth Legislature, vhlch met on January 18, 1909, 
passed "An Act To Add to the Powers of the .District Courts Kith Ref

erence to Dependent, Reflected, Incorrigible and Delinquent Chlldrm,

Amending Sections 1, 4, 6, 8 and 10 of Chapter ?8 of the Sessions laws
44of the Twenty-fourth Legislature of 1907."

Section 1 of the 1907 law was amended by adding a provision that, 
in the absence of a judge from hie district, the court commissioner 
had the power to make such orders for the temporary care, custody, 
and control of a child as were necessary, pending the return of the 
Judge to his district.

In accordance with a petition of the Arizona federation of * 43 * 45

p. 64.
43liiA., p. 69.
^ 1909 Session laws, Ch. 57•
45Ibid., sec. 1.



payment of actual expenses of the probation officers incurred in carry*-
ing out the orders of the court. The payment was made a county charge,
to be paid by the board of supervisors.^ .

The amendment of Section 6 of the 190? law gave the court power
to permit the removal of a child from the territory by an association
or individual, obligating the association or individual to produce

4?the child in court when required. Relatives in another state were

sometimes willing to take the child into their custody in a changed 
.48environment.

A farther addition provided that, pending a final order in a
case or the issuance of letters of adoption, the court could allow

money for maintenance of a dependent child, The cost was required to
49be paid by the county board of supervisors. Authority was also gi

ven to the court to issue letters of adoption to any person whose fit
ness satisfied the court, if it found adoption to be in the best in** 
tereet of the child.

An amendment to Section 8 of the 190? law made it the duty of 
the sheriff to rent an apartment for the confinement of a child, when

^Ibld., sec. 2.
47I32M., sec. 3.
48Interview with Fred W. Flckett, Pima County Superior Court 

Judge (Juvenile Court Judge) 1929-34, Feb. 8, 1957.
^1909 Session laws, Ch. 57, sec. 3«
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such was necessary in order to keep the child separated from an adult
charged with or convicted of a crime. The expense was a county charge.^

Section 10 of the 190? law, providing for commitment of children
to individuals and placement in family homes for care, custody, and

52discipline, was amended to include orders for adoption.
These amendments took effect upon the passage of the law on 

March 16, 1909.
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CHAPTER III

DEVELOPMENT OF THE JUVENILE COURT LAV

1912 fO 1956

The Constitution of the State of Arizona, which "became effective 

when Arizona wag admitted to the Union on February 14, 1912, contained 
the following provisions. Article VI, Section 6, paragraph 3, states:

The Superior Court shall have exclusive original juris
diction In all proceedings and matters affecting dependent, 
neglected, incorrigible or delinquent children, or children 
accused of crime, under the age of eighteen years. The judges 
of said courts must hold examinations In chambers of all such 
children concerning whom proceedings are breast, in advance 
of any criminal prosecution of such children, and shall have 
the power, In their discretion, to suspend criminal prosecu
tion for any offense that may have been committed by such 
children. The power of said judges to control such children 
shall be as prescribed by law.

Article XXII, Section 16, states:
It shall be unlawful to confine any minor under the age 

of eighteen years, accused or convicted of crime, in the same 
section of any jail,or prison in which adult prisoners are 

.... confined. Suitable quarters shall be prepared for the con
finement of such minors.

Article VI, Section 23, adds, however, that:
All laws relating to the authority, jurisdiction, prac

tice, and procedure of district and probate courts under laws 
heretofore enacted by the Legislative Assembly of the Terri
tory of Arizona and in force at the time of the admission of 
the State into the Union, and not Inconsistent with this Con
stitution, shall, so far as applicable, apply to and govern 
Supreme Courts, until altered or repealed.

The only changes In the Juvenile court system that can be attributed
to the Arizona Constitution were the changing of the maximum age limit

giving the juvenile court jurisdiction In cases concerning children up



to the age of eighteen rather than sixteen as was provided in the 190? 
lav; and the requirement that the Judges must hold, in advance of any 

criminal prosecution, examination in chambers of a child against whom 
proceedings are "brought. Both changes affected Section 1 of the 1907 
lav. Also, the courts formerly identified as District Courts of the 
Territory vere nov referred to as Superior Courts.

In 1912, an act vas passed hy the legislature providing for com

mitment of any destitute, homeless, or depraved vomen, or neglected,

abandoned, or homeless children to the Florence Crittenden Home in
■■lPhoenix or any other similar non-sectarian institution in the state,

by a judge of the superior court or the county board of supervisors.
The board of control vas authorized to contract vith the Florence

Crittenden Borne and other non-sectarian institutions to care for such

persons committed to them. The expense of keeping such persons vas

required to be paid by the county.^ •

During June, 1912, at a Special Session of the nev State Degie-
3la tore, a nev Juvenile court lav vas proposed and passed. This lav
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The Florence Crittenden Borne is part of the Florence Critten
den Bernes Association, eadoved by Charles H. Crittenden. Bach Bose 
has a Board of Directors vhlch sets the policies and rates for the 
services given to uaved, expectant mothers and/or services to adoles
cent girls. Admittance is either on a private basis at reasonable 
rates, through a social service agency, or by the Juvenile court. Only 
pregnant, unved girls are committed by the Arizona Juvenile courts to 
the Florence Crittenden Borne in Phoenix.

21912 Session lavs, Ch. 57.
^Senate Bill Bomber 4?; introduced by Senator Wood of Maricopa 

County and signed by Governor George Bant on June 20, 1912.



w e  essentially a re-easetaeat of the 1907 lav, incorporating the

amendments made la 1909 and the "basic previsions feund in the Arisons
Constitution, there were some minor changes in the wording of the law

which did net alter the Jurisdiction, duties, or functions of the ju
ftvenlle court. .

Of the five major changes of the 1907 law, as amended, the first 

concerned the powers of the court. The 1912 law provided that, when a 
child under eighteen years of age was charged with a crime or viola

tion of an ordinance "before a magistrate or a Justice of the peace, it 

should he the duty of the magistrate or justice of the peace to certify 
that the child was charged with the crime or violation of an ordinance 
and to transmit immediately the certificate and all papers to the clerk 
of the superior court and thus to the judge of the juvenile court."*

The second major change w e  the addition of a provision to Sec

tion k for the appointment of a chief probation officer in each county, 
at a salary determined by the juvenile court judge with the approval 
of the board of ss^ervisors, not te exceed $125 per month.**

Section 8 of the 1907 law, at amended in 1909, requiring the 
sheriff to rent an apartment for the confinement of a child in order to 

keep it separated from adult offenders, is net found In the 1912 law, 
and accounts for the third change. However, it w e  made the duty of 

the county board of supervisors to provide and maintain a house or

*1912 Session laws, Oh. 63.
5
IfcM., see. 3.
Ibid., sec. 4.
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place separate froa a jail, at public expense. % e  house or place was
required to hare a matron In charge and was to be used to detain a

7child. If necessary, before and after its trial. ■

In 1913 there was established in Tucson a detention home for ju
veniles through arrangement with and in the home of Hr. and Mrs. Pat
rick Higgins. This home remained in operation until closed by Mrs. 

Higgins in 1950. After that time, delinquent children were placed in 
the juvenile quarters of the county jail, and dependent and neglected 

children were placed in foster homes that were certified by the State 

Department of Public Welfare.® Mrs. Higgins estimates that, during 

the ;time she operated the county detention home, 11,000 children were 
cared for, ranging from small 'babies to children twenty years of age. 

While Mrs. Higgins, often referred to as "Mother Higgins," took care 

of the needs of the children, her husband filled the position of pro
bation officer until M s  death in 1930.

Mrs. Higgins could accommodate ten to twelve children at a time, 
the majority of which were boys. She feels, however, that the girls 
were more difficult to manage. Pew *agrees or Mexicans were detained 
at her hose and were in many respects less difficult to care for. She 
was well liked by most of the children, and some, when picked up by 

police, asked to be taken to "Mother Higgins." Many have returned to 
see her during the years, and she feels meet of the children have be-

, sec. 12.
Interview with J. Mercer Johnson, Pima County Superior Court 

Judge (Juvenile Court Judge) 1946 to date, Peb. 15, 1957•
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come useful citizens. She relates the story of one young man, a for
mer delinquent, mho touched her heart when he stepped to see her on 
hie return home from World War II. The young man told how he had 

cried when he was decorated with the Purple Heart. He replied to the 

officer who asked him what was wrong that he wished Mother Higgins
could hare seen the ceremony, as he knew she would have "been proud of 

9him. " :■ '...... v ' . .
A fourth change emitted from Section 9 of the 190? law that part 

which specifically provided for the release, either hy the hoard of 

control or automatically when the ohild reached twenty-one years of 

age, of a child convicted of an offence punishable hy imprisonment in 
the Territorial Industrial School and committed according to the 190? 
law.10

The fifth major change emitted the provision whereby the dis

trict courts still retained their powers to try a delinquent child 
upon indictment. :

The juvenile court law, as it appears in the 1911 Arizona Re
vised Statutes, does not differ from the two laws passed by the state 
legislature in 1912. In the 1911 Arizona Revised Statutes, the court# 

handling juvenile cases were referred to as juvenile courts.11
--- In 191? a provision was added to the juvenile law prohibiting

the nee of records or data on the conviction of a child in proceedings * **

9Interview with Clara S. Higgins, matron Pima County juvenile 
detention home, 1913-50, Peb. 1, 1957.

^1912 Session laws, Ch. 63, sec. 9.
**1911 Arizona.Hewl«ed Statutesr secs. 3562-78.
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of a criminal nature, except when the cMld was on probation or within 
two years after discharge from an institution. After expiration of 

such periods, the judge was compelled to order the clerk to remove 
and destroy the records of proceedings, unless the child had subse

quently been convicted of an offense in Arizona or another state. It
was the duty of the superintendent of an institution to notify the

12court when two years had elapsed since the child's discharge. -
The legislature in 1919 again made some changes in the juvenile

court law. % e  provided for the raising of the salaries of the chief
13probation officers to $150 per month. . - .

Added to the law were four new provisions. % e  required that, 
when a child was committed to the care of a person, the assigned pro

bation officer should request a report on the child's condition and
\kwelfare from that person at least' quarterly. The second and third 

added the provisions for ordering a medical or mental examination, if 

advisable,1* and making a record of the name, age, and place of birth 
of the child and the names of its parents.1** The fourth provision made 
the superior courts responsible for the control and supervision of de

tention homes. To assist him, the juvenile judge was directed to ap
point a beard of three persons to inspect the homes periodically, re-

IP191? Semalaa

1*%MdL., sec. 2. 
l5iM$i., sec. 3.

Ch. 18.
Ch. 103, sec.

l6lM4., see. 4.
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port on the conditions and operations, and sake recommendations.
_  17These reports were required to he filed with the clerk of the court.

The 1928 Arizona Revised Statutes made only a few changes la the 

exl sting law. The name of the Beard of Control was changed to the . 

Board of Directors of State Institutions for Juveniles in the section- 
on release of a child from a state institution.1®

Girl offenders were referred to for. the first time in the sec

tions concerning the commitment of offenders to the state Industrial
19school or to an institution for girl offenders. This Incorporated 

Into the 1928 Arizona Revised Statutes those parts of Chapter 57• of . 
the 1912 law that pertained to girl offenders and their commitment to 
institutions.̂ 0 The legislature them provided for female detention,

on the cottage plan, hy establishing the Randolph School for girls on
21forty acres of land at Randolph, Arisona. The school was abolished 

by the legislature in 1935, allegedly because of scandal involving 
sexual relations between the girls and prisoners from the state prison

^Ibld., secs. 5, 6. .. ■
Arizona Revised Statutes, sec. 19&1. 

secs. 1936, 1938.

^Interview with Fred W. Fickett, Fima County Superior Court 
Judge (Juvenile Ceurt Judge) 1929-3^, 8, 1957.

21 ' - ' . ' -' - -
The number of girls living at the school at one"time varied

from ten to thirty, meet of whom were in the sixteen to eighteen year 
age group. The supervisor of the school was a political appointee who 
had no training or experience in the handling of girl delinquents. Be 
was characterised as a "good-for-nothing* who beat the girls with wood
en paddles and was seen with tobacco juice running down his cheeks. 
Despite the efforts of the conscientious cook and trained teacher, the 
health and sanitary conditions were bad. Many of the girls had vener
eal diseases, and the wife of the superintendent had a running cancer. 
Interview with Mrs. Tom Davenport, Superintendent of the Arizona Chil
dren's Home, Tucson, Arizona, 1916-25, Apr. 10, 1957.



in ilerenee who mintained the garden and yard, eared for the farm
22animals, and did repair work. In 1938, the Board of Directors of 

State Institutions for Juveniles contracted with The Good Shepherd 
School for Girls in Phoenix for the care of delinquent girl offenders. 
The Board of Directors of State Institutions for Juveniles bad control 
only over children in the Arisona State Industrial School at Port 
Grant, The Good Shepherd School for Girls, and, while In operation, the 
Bandolph School for girls.

The next changes in the law were effected in 1929 when five sec-
25tlons were amended. The first changed the section concerning when 

the powers of the court could be exercised. It was amended to state 
that a person who petitioned the court, saying a child was neglected, 

dependent, incorrigible, or delinquent, could do so without citing the 

facts. The court had the power to compel the attendance of witnesses 
for a hearing of the child’s case.^

Another change stated that any peace officer, other than the pro
bation officer, who arrested a child under sixteen years of age must 
notify the probation officer and make such disposition of the child as

^Interview with William S. Dunipace, Pima County law Librarian 
and Deputy Probation Officer, 1935-39, Feb. 7, 1957.

2^The Good Shepherd School for Girls, operated by the Sisters of 
The Good Shepherd on a contract basis with the State of Arizona, ad
mits girls from twelve to eighteen years of age, excluding those who 
are pregnant, tubercular, Invalid, psychotic, or mentally deficient.

ok
Interview with J. Mercer Johnson, Feb. 15, 1957.

2-1929 Session laws, Oh. 64.
26Ibid., see. 2.



k3
27he directed. The probation officer's power was virtually unlimited. 

He could decide if a child should be held for a hearing before the ju
venile court judge, try to solve the child's problem himself, release
the child, or put it in the detention home or the juvenile quarters at

28the county jail.
The third change provided that there be not more than one proba

tion officer or deputy in a county for each fifty persons on probation. 
Bach county could have at least one probation officer. The probation 

officer became a peace officer and was required to give bond for faith

ful performance of his duties. The salaries were not to exceed %Z400

per year for the chief probation officer, $2000 per year for a deputy
29probation officer, and $1800 per year for office assistants.

Prior to December, 194-5, there was only one probation officer in 

Pima County to handle both adult and juvenile cases. The probation 

office secretary was a deputy probation officer and acted as matron 
for the cases Involving females.^ During the early 1940'a, some of 
the heavy case load was taken from the probation officer with the addi
tion of part-time student workers from the diversity of Arizona. Be
cause of the increased case load, however, the two sections were divi
ded in December, 1945, with the appointment of Glenn A. Poole as adult

sec. 1.
Interview with Walter *. Manning, Pima County Adult and Chief 

Juvenile Probation Officer, 1941-45, Feb. 5, 1957.
oo

1929 Session laws, Ch. 64, sec. 3*

^Interview with Walter X. Manning, Feb. 5, 1957.



probation officer and Robert 1. Johnson as Juvenile probation officer.
Other changes made It possible for a child’s support to be a pub

lic charge when it was committed to the state industrial school, a 

training school, or to the care of an association or a reputable ci
tizen. Also, records of a child discharged from an institution were

32to be kept by the probation officer rather than the clerk of the court.
Deleted was the section of the law which authorized payment for 

the care of a child in a family home until a home without payment 

could be found or the child was committed to an Institution by the 
court.33

A 1933 1&* further amended the Juvenile law by adding that the 
Board of Directors of State Institutions for Juveniles needed the ap

proval of the committing court before a child could be released from
3̂ ,

confinement or placed in the care of a suitable family.

Another law passed in 1933 provided that a prospective chief 
probation officer must first have passed a competitive examination on 
child welfare, juvenile delinquency, and ether social science subjects, 
prior to appointment, the examination to be given by a committee of 
three appointed by the judge of the juvenile court and composed of 

people acquainted with education and welfare work.^ These examinations * 33 * 35

^Interview with Vllliam S. Dnnipace, leb. 7, 1957.
•̂ 1929 Session lawsf Ch. 64, sec. 4.

331M4., see. 5.
3^1931 Session Imwsr Ch. 52.

35IMA., Ch. 53



were required with the hope of obtalntag Interested and qualified 

people and; to encourage training In the field of probation. Prior to 
this time the appointment of the probation efficere had "been made on 
purely political grounds. Pima County did not hare a professionally 
trained probation officer until Hell Bullion was appointed in 1930.

The Juvenile court system was net changed by the 1919 Arizona 
Code. It remained the same as in the 1928 Arizona Revised Statutes, 

together with the 1929 and 1933 amendments thereto.*^
The Arisona Legislature, la 19^1,^® passed "An Act Relating To

Juveniles; Providing For A Juvenile Code, And Repealing Chapter 46,
19Arisona Code of 1939. - The Juvenile court law was rewritten be

cause many people felt it was outdated and not modern enough, and cer

tain sections needsd clarification. Some welfare agencies worked with 

the Juvenile court Judges and the State Bar Association to rewrite the 

law. The Bar Association, however, did the majority of the work.**0 
This act is essentially the same as the Juvenile Cede of 1956, as found 
in the 1996 Arisona Revised Statutes, adopted at the Third Special Ses
sion of the Legislature and effective in 1956.

•^Interview with William S. Dunlpace, Feb. 7, 1957.
•̂ 1919 Arisona Code, Oh. 46.
38In 194-1 there was also created a second Judgeship in Pima 

County. Judge Bvo DeConclnl took the bench on September 2, 1941.
^1941 Session laws, Ch. 80.
^Interview with William C. M l ,  Pima County Superior Court 

Judge (Juvenile Court Judge) 1935-45, feb. 8, 1957.



The section of the law on salaries of the probation officers
was;changed In 1941 to give the chief probation officer a maxlnom of
$3000 per year.* *1* This was again changed In 1944, giving all proham

42tlon officers up to a twenty per cent salary Increase.
A law passed in 1945 amended the juvenile law by requiring a ;

medical examination before a child could be committed to an institu-
tlon by the court. The same law gave the Board of Directors of State

Institutions for Juveniles power to release a child without first eh- .

talnlng the approval of the committing court, as previously required.

In 1946, a law .gave the appointing judge In first class counties,

ever 100,000 population, the privilege of increasing the salaries of
probation officers up to fifteen per cent, with the consent of the 

, 45board of supervisors.

A 1949 law provided that the judge of the juvenile court could 

determine, without statutory limitation, the salaries of the probation 
officers and other.employees of the probation office, subject to the 
approval of ; the board of supervisors.^ The 1949 change in the law 
was made because it would better enable the judge to fulfill hie respon
sibility to obtain qualified and trained personnel as probation officers.

***194l Session laws, Ch. 80, sec. 8.
421944 Session laws, Oh. 9.
*3194$ Session laws, Ch. 28, sec. 1.

eec. 2. . .
^1946 Session laws, Ch. 15»

*̂ 1949 Session laws, Ch. 92.



With the cost of living going up steadily during this time, the sit
uation had been made more difficult 'because maximum salarii

"by law.; - . • - ■ : \ ■ •
A 1952 law gave the Beard of Directors of State Institutions for

Juveniles exclusive control over a child in the state Industrial school
or in a school or institution for girl juvenile offenders, until the
child's release. It allowed the "board to discharge a child "before the
end of the child's minority.^ Because of limited facilities, however,

all but a few boys sent to the state industrial school were released
by the board before they reached twenty-one years of age. The average

49stay there was from two months to one year.
Another amendment stated the Board of Directors of State Insti

tutions for Juveniles needed only to consult the committing court ra-
50ther than get its approval when placing a child with a family.

Deleted was the section of the Juvenile law stating that the 

court, in making orders for the commitment or adoption of a child, 
should provide for care and discipline as nearly as possible to that 
which should have been given by its p a r e n t s . T h i s  section was re
pealed because of the ambiguous definition of the terms "care and dis
cipline." It also allowed the judge more freedom in making orders for * 48

^Interview with William 6. M l ,  Tab. 8, 1957.
481952 Session Lawsf Ch. 98, sec. 1. 

^Interview with Tred W. Tickett, Tab. 8, 1957. 
^1952 Session laws, Ch. 98, sec. 2.

51I M 4., sec. 1



the commitment or adoption of a child.
The law also repealed the section of the 1941 law concerning 

contempt, under which a person could he charged with contempt for 

willfully violating, neglecting, or refusing to obey or perform an 
order of the juvenile court.^

52

^Interview with William G. M l ,  Teh. 8, 195?. 
^ 1942 Session laws, Ch. 98, sec. 3*



CHAPTER 17

JOTMILS COURT M W  AS OF 1957 : '

The "Juvenile Code," embodied in the 19S6 Arizona Revieed Sta
tutes, provided for a "Juvenile Court," defined ae the superior court 
when exercising jurisdiction over a neglected, dependent, incorrigible, 
or delinquent child, or a child under the age of eighteen accused of a 
crime.*

A neglected child is one who is abandoned; lacks proper parental 
control} does not receive the proper care necessary for its health, 
morals, or well-being} has parents who refuse to provide special care 

made necessary by its mental condition; is found in a disreputable 

place or associates with vagrant, vicious, or immoral people; is en

gaged in an occupation dangerous to life, limb, health, or morale of 
itself or others; or is subject to cruel and inhuman treatment.

A dependent child is one who is homeless, destitute, or without 
proper support or care, or lacks proper care because of the mental or 
physical condition of its parents, guardian, or custodian.

A delinquent child is a child who has violated a law, ordinance, 

or regulation of the state or one of its political subdivisions; is un

controlled by its parents, guardian or custodian; is habitually a tru

ant from home or school; or conducts itself so as to injure or endanger

ll946 Arizona Revised Statutes. Title 8, sec. 201.



2the moral dr health of Itself or others.
The superior court Is given exclusive original jurisdiction in

cases of dependent, neglected, Incorriglhle, or delinquent children

under eighteen years of age. If a county has more than one superior
court Judge, one Judge of the court shall serve as Judge of the Juven-

3lie court. Should a Judge be absent from his county, the court com
missioner shall sake the necessary orders for the temporary care, cus

tody, and control of a chlld.^ . .
The Judge of the Juvenile court may appoint a chief probation of

ficer. and deputy probation officers, net . to exceed one for each fifty 
persons on probation. In first class counties, he may also appoint 
necessary office assistants. The chief probation officer in counties 

of over 50,000 population must pass a competitive examination on child 
welfare, Juvenile delinquency, and other subjects in the social scien

ces, prior to appointment. The examination shall he given by a board 

of1 three members who are connected with education and welfare work and 
are appointed by the Judge. :

The prebat Ion officer shall have the authority of a peace officer. 

It shall be M s  duty to look after the interests of a neglected, delin
quent, or dependent child in the county, make investigations,. file pe
titions, represent the interests of the child when its case is heard, 
give information and assistance to the court, assist in the collection 

of money paid for the support of the child, and perform any other acta

2Ibldi

3M 4 . ,  sec. 202.

^Ibid., sec. 203.
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that m y  be ordered by the court. The probation officer shall give 

bend for the faithful performance of his duties, the fee for which 
shall be a county charge.'*

The salaries of the chief probation officer, deputies, and office
assistants shall be a county charge and fixed by the judge of the Ju~

6veaile court, with the approval of the county board of supervisors.
The place of trial for a child shall be determined by the county 

of the child1 s residence, or where the neglect, dependency, or delin
quency occurs. Proceedings in one county shall prohibit proceedings in 
another if the child1! residence le in one county and the neglect, de
pendency, er delinquency occurs in smother."^

If a peace officer, other than a probation officer, arrests a 
child under the age of eighteen, it shall be him duty to notify the 

probation officer and make such disposition of the child as the pro*- 

batlon officer directs. This does net prohibit a peace officer from 
taking into custody a child found violating a law or ordinance whom he 
believes to be a fugitive from its parents or from justice, or whose
surroundings are such that immediate action is necessary in order to

8prevent endangering its health, morale, or welfare.

Proceedings pertaining to a child shall be Initiated if any per
son, peace officer, or probation officer gives the juvenile court infor- * 6 7 *

sec. 204.

6I M 4 . , sec. 205.
7IMA., sec. 206. 
o
liil., sec. 221.
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nation that a child la neglected, dependent, or delinquent. The court 
shall then make a preliminary inquiry Into the case to determine if 
further action is necessary. If possible, the Inquiry shall include 
an investigation of the child's home and environment, previous his
tory, physical, mental, and moral condition, and the circumstances of 
the alleged offense, if any. If the court desires formal jurisdiction, 
it shall authorise a petition to be filed, invoking its jurisdiction 
in such form as it may request. .

The powers of the court may be exercised upon the filing of a 

petition by any resident of the county, a peace officer, or the proba
tion officer, stating that a child is neglected, dependent, or delin
quent , and needs the protection and care of the court. The fact# of

9the ease need not be cited. , ' . , r

■ Vhen a child under the age of eighteen Is charged before a magis

trate or justice of the peace with committing a crime, or with the vio

lation of an ordinance, the magistrate er justice of the peace, after 
certifying the child is so charged, shall.be required to give the rec
ords of the ease, to the clerk of the superior court for transfer to 
the juvenile court.* 10 ' . :

Vh«i the juvenile court has jurisdiction in a case, it has the 
power to . make orders compelling the production of the child and the 
attendance of its parents. It may alee require the attendance of 
other persons having custody or control ever the child and, in such 

cases, the parents shall be notified of the time and place of the pend—

eec. 222.

10Ibid., sec. 223.
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ing hearing.

The clerk of the court shall issue the subpoenas sad processes 
compelling attendance of necessary witnesses at a child1s hearing. 
These may he served by an officer of the court, probation officer, or 
other officers authorised to serve processes in civil actions. Atten
dance and mileage fees, if authorized by the judge, shall be as pre
scribed in civil actions. If a citation or notice to appear cannot be 

served personally, service may be by registered mail or publication.

A person cited or subpoenaed who fails to appear may be charged with 
contempt of court. Also, a writ commanding seizure may be issued by 
the court against a parent, guardian, or child, if the citation can
not be served, if the parties fail to obey it, or if the judge feels 

the citation will be Ineffectual or that the welfare of the child re

quires that it be brought into the custody of the court.**

The child shall be subject to the order of the court pending 

final disposition of its case. It may be permitted to remain in the 
control of its parents, guardian, or other persons laving custody, 
the probation officer, a place of detainment provided by the state or 
county authorities, or a public or private association or agency des
ignated and authorized to care for delinquent, neglected, or dependent 

children.*^

A detention home separate and apart from a jail or lockup for 
adults shall be maintained by the board of supervisors. A person of

**1*14., eee. 224.
12Ibld.t sec. 225.
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good moral character shall he la charge of the home where children 

shall he detained before or after trial. Pending a hearing, a child 
shall not he placed in an apartment, cell, place of confinement, coart 
room, or vehicle, or transported with adults charged with or convicted

It shall he the duty of the juvenile court to supervise the de

tention home and appoint the person having charge of It. A three mem
ber hoard, appointed by the court and serving without pay, shall in
spect the home at least every ninety days, report to the court on the 
condition and operation of the home, and make any recommendations It 
deems advisable. The reports shall be filed with the clerk of the

A decision or sentence by the juvenile court against a child 

shall not impose any civil disability or classify the child as a crim

inal. The decision or sentence shall not be considered a conviction, 

and a child shall not be charged with or convicted of a crime In any 
court, except when the Juvenile court refuses to suspend criminal 
prosecution.

The disposition of a child or evidence given in the juvenile 
court shall not he admlenable as evidence in the proceedings of another 

court and shall not disqualify a child In a civil service application, 

examination, or appointment.^
The hearing of a juvenile case shall he informal, in chambers,

of a crime.13

court 14

13Ibid., sec. 226.

15,Ibid., sec. 228.



and without a jury. The judge shall inquire into the fleete, make a 

record of the child1 e BSme, age, place of "birth, and names of its par
ents. He may also order a medical or mental examination of the child.^ 

If the court so desires, the judge may direct that proceedings he 
heard hy a referee whom he shall appoint. After hearing the matter, 
the referee shall giro the judge, in writing, a report of hie coaelur- 
sions and recommendations, together with all papers relating to the 
matter. The parents, guardian, or custodian of the child may, within 
two days, request a hearing upon the report of the referee before the 

juvenile court judge. If they do not request a hearing, the conclu
sions and recommendations of the referee, when confirmed by an order 
of the court, shall become the judgment of the court.^ '

The judge, in making an order for the commitment, custody, and 

care of a child, may commit a child to the care of its parents, subject 

to the supervision of the probation officer, to the care of a probation 

officer, to a suitable Institution, to an association willing to re
ceive it, to a reputable citizen, to an appropriate public or private 
agency authorised to care for children, to a suitable school, to the 
state industrial school, or to ah institution, for girl juvenile offen

ders. ' " ' ' ' "  '
The court may order the parents to contribute to the support of 

the child, or it may make the support of the child a county expense.
A summary of the court's Information concerning the child shall be 

given to the institution or agency to which a child is committed.

l6lMdU, see. 229.
17
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The court may allow the removal of a child from the state, with or
without sureties, by the person who may be temporarily caring for the

child, upon the condition that the person shall be obligated to pro-
18

duce the child when required by the court.
The commitment of a child under twelve years of age to the

state industrial school or an institution for girl juvenile offenders

shall be prohibited unless, after care given it by probation, the
court finds that the interests of the child and the welfare of the
community require commitment. Neglected or dependent children shall
not be committed to a school of this type. _ .

Bvery juvenile offender, before commitment to an Institution,
shall receive a medical examination which shall Include an X-ray of

the lungs and a blood test for.syphilis. A record of the examination

shall be made, and, if a child is committed to an institution, the
19record shall accompany its .commitment papers. > .

- Unless otherwise ordered, a dependent child awarded to the care 
of an association, board, individual, or institution (public or private) 
shall become its ward and subject to the guardianship of the associa

tion, board, individual, or institution. They, in turn, shall have the 

authority to place the child in a family home, with or without inden

ture. They may he made a party.to proceedings for the child's adoption 

and may appear in court when the proceedings are pending and give their 

consent. The court, with the consent of the association, board, indiw- 8 *

l8Ibld., sec. 231.
sec. 232.
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idual, or institution (public or private) to whoa the court has gives

the dependent child, may confer guardianship of the estate of the 
20child. . . -v ' - • ■■ ■ . : ' ' • - -
A report giving the condition and welfare of the child shall be

required at least quarterly by the probation officer from the person
to whom a child has been committed. This report shall be filed with 

21the court. .

The parents, guardian, or custodian of a child, concerning whom 
a petition has been filed, may be required to provide medical or sur
gical treatment for the child if the court feels the child is in need 
of such care. If the parents fail to provide the care ordered by the 
court, the court may make such care a county charge and require the 

parents, guardian, or custodian to pay part or all the expense of the 

treatment. When a petition ham been filed in the juvenile court con

cerning a mentally defective or mentally disordered child, the court

shall have the authority to place it in an Institution authorised by
22law to receive and care for such children.

After receiving jurisdiction over a child the court shall retain 
jurisdiction until the child becomes twenty-one years of age, unless 

sooner discharged. If a child is admitted to the state industrial 

school or an institution for girl offenders, the Beard of Directors of 

State Institutions for Juveniles shall have exclusive control over the * 21 22
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child until ite absolute relea.se. The eomeltment of n child to the 

state Industrial school or an institution for girl offenders shall he 

for the term of the child's minority, unless the Board of Directors 

of State Institutions for Juveniles releases it sooner; however, no 
commitment shall extend heyondthe child's minority.

When making an order for the commitment or adoption of a child, 

the court shall place the child in the custody of persons having the 
same religious belief, if possible. A child shall be placed, if possi

ble, in an appropriate family home and become a member of the family
23 .by adoption or otherwise.

Records of the proceedings of the court shall be kept In a dock
et separate from other proceedings and shall not be inspected or cop
ied by other than interested parties, representatives of the court, 

and interested probation officers, except by court order. Newspapers 

and agencies shall be prohibited from publishing any of the record or -

the name of a child charged in the juvenile court with being delin-
_ 2kquent, neglected, or dependent.

The judge of the Juvenile court shall order the clerk of the 
court to destroy the record of the proceedings of a child upon the 

expiration of the probation period or two years after the discharge of 
a child from an institution to which it may have been committed. The

superintendent of the institution shall notify the clerk of the court
' : .

# Ibid., sec. 236.
24Ibld., sec. 237.



when two years have expired after the discharge of a child. Hie rec

ords need not he destroyed if it appears that a child has been con

victed of an offence under the laws of Arizona or another state prior
25to the expiration of the period.

The officials and departments of the various counties, cities, 
and towns shall assist and cooperate in carrying out the objectives of 
the Juvenile Code. Institutions and agencies shall give the court, or 
an officer appointed by it, information required by the court or offi
cer concerning a child committed to the institution or agency.

The Twenty—Third Arizona Legislature, on the final day of its 

first regular session in March, 1957, passed a bill repealing the sec
tion of the Juvenile Code which required that juvenile records be kept

in a separate docket of the superior court and that such records not be
27open for publication. Prior to the passage of this bill, Arizona was 

one of ten states prohibiting the disclosure of children*s names. Six

teen states have no prohibitions of any kind, and twenty-two place the 

responsibility with the juvenile court regarding what information should 
be released. •

Proponents of the bill held that the publication of proceedings 

and names of offenders would act as a deterrent to juvenile delinquency. 
An editorial in the Tucson PalIt  Citizen summarized the position taken 25 26

25Ibld., sec. 238.
26 " •
£m.,  eec. 239. .

^ 1997 Session laws, Ch. 22.
2^Tucson Dally Citizen, Feb. 6, 1957, p. 4.
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by eome newspapers In the state supporting the legislation. It stated* 

"Sparing a juvenile, and more often than net sparing a juvenile’s par
ents, from public identification during arrest and processing through 
juvenile court seemingly nay do the juvenile, the parents and even the 
community mere disservice than s e r v i c e . I t  is said that this pub
lication of proceedings would also benefit a child in those counties 
which do not have a juvenile court judge who is understanding and sym
pathetic to a child’s needs and problems. This is said to be the case
in some counties in Arizona, especially in the northern part of the 

30State.
Pima County Juvenile Court Judge J. Mercer Johnson has said that 

there are merits to both sides of the problem; however, publicity can 

often magnify the seriousness of an offense and thereby create further 

problems for the child to overcome. The Arizona Dally Star Quoted 

Judge Johnson as saying, in opposition to the passage of the bill:

But certainly the public can be fully informed of the 
facts of all juvenile eases without revealing the identity 
of the child or using his name. Is the story less effective 
if individuals are not named? Publicity can work la reverse. 
While it may outlaw one youngster, it glorifies another who 
might try to live up to the fame he has obtained and prove 
he has gained results as a big shot. It may encourage other 
children to admire and try to follow him. A child might 
intentionally commit a delinquent act to see and have others 
see.hie name in print.51 ■ ' r' ; ..: " . , : . .....

^Ihld. " " .; : : .
^Interview with Lionel £. Sombach, Attendance Officer, Tucson 

Public School System, Mar. 19, 1957*
3*The Arisons Daily Star, Mar. 7, 1957, Section B, p. 1.



Probation officers in the Pima County Probation Department feel 
the opening of the Juvenile records to the press and the public may 

result in the preparation of Incomplete files on children’s cases if 
the change is Interpreted by the courts to Include the ease record in 
addition to the official record. The official record includes the 
name, age, and place of birth of the child, and the names of its par* 

eats. In addition to the offense and final disposition of the case.
A b of March, 1957, confidential information on members of the 

child’s family, background, and physical and mental states are inclur- 
ded in a child's case file. This information and the opinions of the 
deputy probation officer handling the case, also of a confidential na** 
ture, are of great help to the Juvenile court judge in making his de

cision as to the disposition of the child's case. If such information

is deleted from the child's file, it will not only work a hardship on
32the judge but will also work for the detriment of the child.

Arizona Youth Authority Act of 19<1

The Arizona Legislature, in 1951, set up a Youth Authority based 
on the Youth-Correction Authority plan of the American Law Institute. 

This Youth Authority, although provided for by lawf was not in operation 

in Arizona, as of March, 1957^because the state legislature had failed 

to appropriate money for the establishment and operation of its program.

The authority was designed to aid those counties, other than Mari

copa and Pima, which do not have the resources and facilities for pro-

^Interview with Myra Koplin, Pima County Deputy Probation 
Officer, Mar. 21, 1957.
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Tiding specialized care and treatment for their youth. It wae planned

to establish the Authority facilities in Phoenix, to which the juvenile
court judges throughout the state could send youth for care and treat-

33Bent. - : '■:: : . : ' ' ' - . ' ■ •
The Youth Authority Act is entitled "An act creating a youth au

thority, prescribing its powers and duties; providing for training and 
education of young persons and providing for commitments thereto of 

juveniles and persons under twenty-one years of age and authorising 
the use by the authority of existing facilities for the detention and 

training of juveniles. The Authority wt required to provide and ad
minister corrective and preventive training and treatment for youths 
committed to i t . . - - - . '

- The judges of the superior court, including the juvenile court 

judge, were designed to be an advisory board to the Authority, They 

were supposed to meet when necessary, organize, and issue the rules 

and regulations for the administration of the Authority.^
The Authority w e  given power to make and enforce all rules ... - 

necessary to accomplish its functions, establish and operate a treat
ment and twining service and such other services necessary to carry

37out its duties, and employ persons needed to execute its duties.

^Interview with J. Mercer Johnson, Pima County Superior Court 
Judge (Juvenile Court Judge) 1946 to date, Feb. 15, 1957.- 34 ■ ■ . ■ v. .: : :■ v . ■ ■ . '

19% Session laws, Ch. 92.

Ibid., sec. 2. 
sec. 3.

^Ibld., sec. 4.
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The Authority uas authorized to use the facilities of existing 

institutions and agencies "but was to have no control ever them. Pub
lic institutions and agencies must accept and care for persons sent to 
them by the Authority in the same manner as those sent by the judge of 
a superior court. A commitment to an institution for the mentally de
fective must be in accordance with the lav and certified by the judge 
of a superior court.

In order to carry out its duties, the Authority may use lav en

forcement , detention, probation, parole, nodical, education, correc
tional, segregative, and other facilities, and public or private in
stitutions and agencies in the state. The Authority may arrange for 
detention, education, improvement, and reformation of violators of the

lav vith private institutions doing social velfare vork, if they have
38adequate facilities. ' *

The court vas authorized to commit a,child under the age of 

eighteen years to the Authority if found delinquent under this lav and 
not released unconditionally, placed on probation, or placed in an in
stitution or other suitable place. A child may be committed to the 
Authority by any juvenile court for diagnosis and clinical study before 
declaring a child delinquent. The Authority, folleving the clinical 
study, shall give the juvenile court a report on its findings. Judges 

shall notify the Authority of commitments to it. The court, prosecut
ing and police officers, and other lav enforcement officers shall give

39to the Authority all pertinent data concerning the case.

38Ibld., sec. 5.
3^Ibld., sec. 8.
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In H e n  of other pumishment, a violator of the law between the
ages of eighteen and twenty-one may he committed to the Authority hy
the Judge, with the approval and consent of the Authority, to he dealt

40with as the law provides.
Release from an institution or agency would require the approval

of the Authority unless the institution or agency has the power under
the law to release persons committed to it by order of the court. In
such cases, the institution or agency may not release the child until

41it has notified the Authority. The Authority may permit a child 
under its power to remain at liberty under certain conditions, place 
a child in confinement, order a child's release under supervision, re
voke or modify orders, except for discharge, as it seems desirable, and 
discharge a child from its control when satisfied that discharge is 

consistent with the protection of the public. These powers may be

exercised by subordinates of the Authority, except in cases of final
. 42discharge.

Gifts, grants, money, and property may he accepted from heth
public and private sources to carry out the program. The funds would
have to be placed in the state treasury and expended by warrants
drawn by the auditor for the Authority. Both money and property shall

43be managed and disposed of by the Authority.

*"!bid., sec. 9.
sec. 6.
eec. ?. 
see. 10.



Agreements may be made with the federal government or Its agen
65

cies for acceptance of children "by the Authority from the federal
hkcourts, for compensation.

Only Interested parties, representatives of the court, probation 
officers, and the Authority may see the records of the Authority with
out special order of the court. Publication, by newspapers and other 

agencies disseminating news and Information, of any part of the record 
or names of persons committed to the Authority is prohibited.

The commitment of a delinquent to the Authority shall not dis

qualify the person in a future application, examination, or appoint
ment for public service for the state or a political subdivision of

^ fbld., sec. 11. 
LK
iMi., sec. 12.

| i X  ' ■ • -•

iMi., sec. 13.



CHAPTER 7

THE IHITIATIGE OF PROCHDIHGS

Proceedings involving delinquent, neglected, or dependent children
may he initiated when a resident of the county, a peace officer, or a
probation officer alleges that a child is in need of the care and pro—

1tection of the court, when a child is taken into custody by peace of- 

fleers for violation of a law or ordinance, is a fugitive from its par

ents or justice, or when its surroundings are such that its health, mor-
2 "ale, or welfare are endangered, or when a child is charged before a 

magistrate or justice of the peace with the commission of a crime or
3violation of an ordinance.

In Pima County, for the year 1955-56, 2,767 children— 2,331 boys 

and 436 girls— came to the attention of the juvenile probation depart
ment. There were 3,918 offenses classified as delinquent, including 
1,428 traffic offenses, covering nineteen types of traffic and forty- 
six types of personal offenses.

Of the 3,918 delinquent offenses, 13.3 per cent involved less 
serious types of "personal behavior offenses" such as begging, disturb— * 2

^1956 Arizona Revised Statutes, Title 8, see. 222.
2
Ibid., sec. 221.

- - 
^Ibid., sec. 223.
^Crowing Un, Annual Report of the Juvenile Court and Probation 

Department of Pima County, Arizona, 1955-56 (195?), pp. 8 and 26.
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lug the peace, runaway, truancy, and the illegal use of firearm*.
These offenses, however, often lead to more serious anti-social acts. 

The more serious types of "personal behavior offenses" accounted for 
lh.8 per cent and Included malicious mischief, violation of the liquor 

code, and being present in surroundings that endangered the child's 
health, welfare, or morals. "Offenses against persons,* which included 
aggravated assault, fighting, loitering, and simple assault, accounted 
for four per cent of the total cases. Burglary, car theft, petit lar

ceny, robbery, vandalism, and other "offenses against property" totaled
18.7 per cent. Violation ef the traffic laws accounted for 49.5 per 
cent. This includes using faulty equipment, transporting too many pas
sengers in the front seat, not having license plates on the vehicle, 

and speeding.

In comparing the year 1955-56 to the year 1952-53, it is found 
that the lose serious types of personal behavior offenses decreased 

from 22.6 per cent of the total offenses to 13.3 per cent; more serious 
types of personal behavior offenses increased from eight per cent to
14.8 per cent; offenses against persons increased from two per cent to 

four per cent; offenses against property declined from 28.1 per cent 

to 18.7 per cent; and traffic offenses increased from thirty-seven per 

cent to 49.5 per cent.'*
The great majority of child delinquents are in the^fourteen to 

eighteen year age group. Traffic violations by children rise sharply 

in the fifteen to eighteen year age group. A* of 1956, offenses com-

^Ibld., up. 12 and 14.
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Kitted "by children in the thirteen to fiftero year age group had in
creased approximately ten per cent in the previous five years. A 

slight increase was noted in the number of offenses committed by chil

dren in the eight to eleven year age group.
When classified according to nationality heritage, sixty—six per

6cent of the delinquents were of "Anglo-American" stock; twenty-eight 

per cent were Spanlsh-Amerlcan; and six per cent were Indian, legro,
ry

and from other minority groups.' The highest concentration of delin
quents, according to a Juvenile probation department survey of 803 de
linquent reports, was in the relatively small triangular area of Tucson 
bounded on the south by Twenty— second Street, on the west by the Santa 
Crux Elver, and on the north and east by the Southern Pacific Bail road. 

Children living in this area accounted for approximately twenty-five 

per cent of the delinquent cases for the year .1955-56. Approximately 

fifty per cent of the delinquent.cases: lived in the area south of the

Southern Pacific Hailroad tracks between the Santa Crus liver.and
8Davis-Monthan Air Perce Base. • • . „

In 1955, a study of the juvenile delinquency rate in the Tucson 
area was made hy Dale I. Williams, a graduate student of the University 

of Arisona, to determine if the rate of delinquency was higher in the 

slum areas of Tucson than in the standard housing areas. He found that, 

on a per capita basis, the slum areas adjoining the Tucson business

^An inexact term used for all white, non-Spanlsh-Aeerleans.
. f Growing js/p, 10 and 18.
8IWA., p. 20.



district had a higher delinquency rate than the city average. However, 
the highest and also some of the lowest delinquency rates were in areas 

adjoining the slums. He also found that some of the highest rates were 

in residential areas that did not adjoin either the slums or the 'bus
iness district. These findings appear to he contradicted by the results 
of the survey made by the Juvenile probation department. They are not, 
however. The Williams study was made on a per capita basis, whereas the 
probation department survey was based on the member of delinquent cases 
living in a certain area. The findings of the probation department 
surveys are in aecerd with Figure 1 of the William# study which shows 
the areas in which the delinquents lived.^ :

Heglect and dependent eases numbered 420 from 210 families for 

the year 1955*56. Of this number, eighty-nine children in forty-eight 

families were handled for neglect or dependency only; the remainder were 

also involved in delinquent offenses of one sort or another. This em

phasizes the point made by many persons working in the juvenile delln-
• - ' : ■ 10quency field that neglect is frequently a cause of delinquency.

Of the 2,767 children that came to the attention of the Juvenile 

probation department in 1955-56, the majority of the cases, or 59.9 per
cent, were referred by the City of Tucson Police Department. The Pimav
County Sheriff’s Office referred 24.9 per cent, and the Arizona State 
Highway Department referred 3.6 per cent. Of the remaining 11.6 per

Q
M e  1. Williams, "Urban Ecology and Juvenile Delinquency in 

Tucson, Ayisona" (unpublished Masters thesis, Dept, of Sociology, 
University of Arizona), pp. 41-63.

lOGrowinc Up, p. 24.
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cent, 2.5 per cent were referred T>y schools, 2.7 p*r cent hy parrots,

1.9 per crot "by the probation department, and 4.5 per cent by private 
citizens, the Town of South Tucson Police Department, private welfare 

agencies, and. by magistrates or justices of the peace.

The sources of referrals, when compared to 1950*51, show an in
crease in the percentage referred by the Tucson Police Department and 
the Pima County Sheriff's Office. A decrease Is found in the percen
tage of referrals made by the Arizona State Hl^may Department, the

11probation department, and the schools.
The methods and policies of handling cases Involving children, 

as described below, apply only to the agencies referred to and are not 
necessarily used by law enforcement agencies in other cities or counties 
throughout the state. „ ^

Methods and Policies of the City of Tucson Police Department

The fttoeon Police Department adheres strictly to the law as set 
forth in the Juvenile Code when handling cases involving children. A 
child under the age of eighteen may be taken into custody for the vio
lation of a law or ordinance, if it is believed to be a fugitive from

its parents or justice, or if its surroundings are such as to endanger
12lie health, morale, or welfare. T^e manner and procedure in which 

children are taken Into custody are the same as those used for adults, 
except that children are not transported in the same vehicle with adults

P. 11.
121956 Arizona Revised Statutes,. Title 8, sec. 221.
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charged with a crime. After the child has "been taken to the police
department and the necessary reports hare "been completed, the child is
either released or the juvenile probation department is notified. If

the probation department is notified and unless otherwise instructed
by it, the arresting officers take the child to the county detention
home, at any hour of the day or night, and present the child and.a
copy of a Juvenile Report to the deputy probation officer In charge.
Upon delivery of the child to the county detention home, the Jurisdlc-

13tlon of the police department over the child ends.

Charges are often heard that children are being coddled by the 
police, that they are hard to take into custody, and that children them
selves say to policemen, "Tou can't do anything to me because I’m a 

juvenile!" These charges are without foundation. The reverse is ac

tually true in Tucson as a child is the easiest person to arrest. This 

Is due to the fact that there are many laws that apply only to children. 
For example, Arizona law makes It illegal for a person under twehty**one 
years of age to buy or possess spirituous liquor1** or tobacco,1^ and 
City of Tucson ordinances make it Illegal to explode or discharge guns 

or explosives,1^ including firecrackers, BB guns, and slingshots,1^ or

1^Interview with Parley H. McNeill, Captain, Investigation Division 
of the City of Tucson Police Department, Feb. 28 1957.

141946 Arizona Bavised Statutes, Title 4, sec. 241.

Title 13, sec. 844.
16The Code of the City of Tucson, Arizona (1953), Ch. 18, sec. 13.
17
IM&., see. 1.



for a child under eighteen yearn of age to loiter In or frequent pool-
18rooms or billiard parlors. In addition, there are two laws so broad 

In scope that a child may be taken Into custody for very little reason. 
Qae 1c a City of Tucson ordinance that makes loitering in any street, 
park, or public place unlawful between the hours of 10:00 P.M. and sun
rise for those under eighteen years of age, unless with a parent, 
guardian, or other adult having custody of the minor, on an emergency
errand, or at an activity directed by or permitted by Its parents or 

19guardian. This ordinance Is often used by the police to lawfully 
arrest a child when it cannot give a reasonable account of itself after 
10*00 P.M. It Is considered in Taeeea to be superior to a general 
curfew law because it has reason to it and allows for leeway in handling 
children, the other broad law is found in the Juvenile Cede in the sec
tion that states a child may be taken into custody by a peace officer 
when it is felt its surroundings are such that the health, morals, or

20welfare of the child are endangered unless immediate action is taken.
An example of this Is the rase of two beys found in an all-night cafe 
at 3$00 A.M., one playing a pinball machine and the other drinking a 
cup of coffee. Mel then had broken a law, but they were taken Into cus
tody under the health, morals, or welfare clause.

Set all children that come to the attention of the police are 
taken into custody. As a matter of fact, the majority of cases are

18IM4,, Ch. 22, sec. fc.
19IM4., Oh. 18, see 25.
20iq«& Arison* Revised Statute*, Title 8, sec. 221.
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disposed of l>y the policeman on the beat. Many times children found 
out late at night, getting ready to fight, or found in other circum
stances of minor importance, are told to go home, "move along," or 
given a "talkin^-to" by the police. In many cases disposed of by the 
policeman on the beat, the officer will fill out a Juvenile Report 
for transmission to the juvenile probation department for its informer 
tion. Sometimes the child Is on probation or such actions may be a 
habit of the child, and the probation department may wish to instigate 

action.
If a child is taken into custody, it is treated as an adult, and 

the use of force to overcome any reelstance is permitted. Children 

are transported to the police department in cars or patrol wagons, but 

never in the company of adults chargeable with a crime. Car# is used 

when taking girl offenders into custody and, if possible, one of the 

two Tucson policewomen is present when transporting them. Police offi
cers who apprehend a child for a crime just committed often take on the 
role of investigator and question the child concerning other similar 
offenses he nay have committed. This is especially true in cases in
volving auto parts theft, burglary, and larceny.

When a child is brought into the police department, it is gener
ally booked and charged with a specific offense. The police department 

may investigate a case and question a child after it is brought to the 

police department. However, if the investigation will last for a con

siderable period of time, the juvenile probation department is notified 

that the child is in custody and that the police are investigating the 
case. It is also the policy of the police department that, in the event
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an inveetigation will take longer than one hour from the time of appre
hension, the parents, gaardi&n, or nearest relative is notified of the 

facts surrounding the investigation and apprehension.
Booking consists of filling out the Juvenile Report form of the 

police department. The information needed to complete this form In
cludes a description of the Incident or crime, the name and address of 

the victim or complainant, where and when the incident or crime occurred, 
who reported the occurrence,. and hew and to whom it was reported. In

formation concerning the child includes its name, address, education, 

and the name, address, and racial descent of its parents. Other inftor* 
nation reported includes where the child was apprehended, the names of 
the officers making the apprehension, the signature of the officer who 
notified the parent or guardian of the child "being held, the details of 

the incident or crime, the disposition of the case, and the signatures 

of the officers filing and approving the report. In keeping with the 
theory of separation of adult and juvenile offenders, the hooking is 
not done in the jail proper, hut in either the outer office of the jail 
or in the juvenile department office across the street from the city 

jail. ; : •
The Juvenile Reports are the responsibility of the arresting of

ficers. They are filled out as accurately as possible and completed 

without delay after a child has been taken into custody and the inves

tigation, if necessary, indicates the need for a report. The Juvenile 

Report is assigned a case number and, after the information is listed 

and the proper signatures secured, is routed in the same manner as the 

booking records for adults. A numbering system different from that
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need for advlte* records is used for the Jmreulle leports. Ĉ ie copy 

of the report is delivered with the child to the juvemile prehation de- 

pertaent or, if the offense is of a miner nature and the police release 
the child, the probation department is seat a copy for farther action.

After the neceswry reports are completed, the child cannot he 

confined or restricted except under the explicit direction of a deputy 
probation officer. She police notify a deputy probation officer at the 
county detention home of an arrest, and the deputy probation officer 

decides whether the child should be brought to the county detention 
home or released. There are deputy probation officers on duty twenty- 
four hours a day, and they are contacted by the law enforcement agen
cies both day and night. The deputy probation officer, in determining 
whether the child should be released or taken to the county detention 

home, considers the facts of the ease and is more concerned with the 

welfare of the child then with the offense committed.
If the child is turned over to the juvenile probation department, 

the original copy of the Juvenile Report must be signed by the person 
receiving the child. After this time no police action is taken to re

lease the childt release becomes the responsibility of the juvenile 

probation department.
It is the policy of the police department, especially during the 

hours of darkness, for the officer in charge of the shift to be morally 
obligated to notify the parents, guardian, or nearest relative that a 

child has been taken into custody and will be transported to the county 

detention home. He informs them of the reasons for the arrest and where 
the child may be fouad. The police department recommends that notlfica-
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tion be m d e  following the completion of the report® end during the 

time the child 1® being transported by the police to the county deten
tion home. ^

There i® a written, informal agreement between the various law 
enforcement agencies and the juvenile probation department which has 
been approved by the juvenile court judge. This agreement Instructs 

the members of the various law enforcement agencies, whenever they 
have occasion to be in contact with children, to lay aside any person

al convictions or opinions they may have with respect to the treatment 
of children that differ from the procedures found by practical exper
ience to be the most conducive to a child's welfare, as well as to . 

the best Interest of the law enforcement agencies' aims and purposes. 
These procedures are that they shall treat the child with the utmost 

consideration, be friendly, discover the child's problems, if possi

ble, gain its confidence and respect first before attempting to deter
mine the child *s guilt or innocence to an overt act, be fins, recognise 
the fact that many children are discouraged, remember that the child of 
today is the man of tomorrow, and use a positive attitude. The police

officers are also urged to avoid anger, vulgarity, profanity, obscon-
21ity, or branding the child a thief, liar, burglar, or similar name.

There is no division or detail within the Tucson Police Depart

ment which is responsible for all juvenile cases. The heads of each 
of the details of the Investigation Division, including frauds, Domi

ciles, Auto-Theft, Burglary, larceny, and others, handle any further

^Interview with Parley H. McSelll, fob. 28, 1957.



Investigation required in both adult and juvenile eases. This Is in 

addition to the preliminary Investigation held at the time of booking.
If, during the course of investigation, additional information on a 
child is needed and is available from the juvenile probation depart

ment, it may be received upon request. There is in the police depart
ment, however, a Juvenile Liaison Officer assigned to the Investigation 
Division who is responsible for bicycle licensing, recovery of stolen 
bicycles, investigation of sex offenses, missing persons, and all cases 
Involving children that do not come under the specific details of the 

Investigation Division. These eases Include gang fights, use of D® 
guns, malicious mischief, and the destruction of property by children.

The police department is a prevention agency, the first line of 

defense against crime and delinquency. Expansion of the city police 

force would be helpful in cutting down the crime and delinquency rate, 

as crime is discouraged when police are in the area. In the final an

alysis, the cost for expansion of police and law enforcement services 
to curb juvenile delinquency would be less than the cost of providing 
correctional and rehabilitative treatment.

X controversy exists in many quarters over the question of fin

gerprinting and photographing children by law enforcement agencies.
Many advocates of the juvenile court system are of the opinion that, 

if treatment rather than punishment is to be the guiding principle, 
such procedures might lessen the chances for treatment and result in 
harming a child. law enforcement agencies, on the other hand, have a 

duty to protect society, and in many instances fingerprints and photo
graphs would be helpful to them in carrying out this duty, fingerprints
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and. photographs are taken in a few cases with the permission of the 
Pima County Juvenile Court. Such permission is usually granted upon 
request. It would seen, however, that more could he gained hy careful 
use of fingerprints of children than might he lost in rehahllitation. 
Some system could he worked out, for example, whereby only habitual 

repeaters and those.charged with felonies would he fingerprinted.

There would be little stigma attached to this practice, and it would he 

a great help to the Federal Bureau of Investigation end local law en

forcement agencies in solving crimes and protecting society.

Methods and Policies of tha Pima Cnnr»t.-«r Sheriff*s Office

The Pina County Sheriff's Office was reorganized with the change 
in administrations January 1, 1957, to provide for a Juvenile Division 

as a sub-division of the Criminal Investigating Bureau. Sergeant 

Michael C, Windham was brought to Tucson from the Maricopa County 

Sheriff's Office to organize this new centralized method of handling 
all juvenile cases and to set up new procedures and policies. It was 
Sergeant Windham's recommendation that a separate Juvenile Division be 
established under the sheriff's direct supervision. This new Juvenile 

Division may be worth watching. If It proves as successful in Pima 

County as it las in other cities throughout the country, including Los 
Angeles, California, the Tucson Police Department might well consider 

its establishment and the accompanying benefits of laving a specialized 

division.
With regard to children, delinquency cases are the primary concern 

of the sheriff's office, although it does handle and refer cases of de
pendency and neglect. The uniformed officers answer calls to the office
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concerning children and ale® handle other caeee Involving children that 

might come to their attention while on duty. If children are taken 
Into custody, they are transported to the sheriff's office for hooking 
and possible questioning. The female officer In the Juvenile Division, 
who also does the secretarial work, Is present for the transporting of 
girls, if possible. At night, however, there are two men assigned to 

each patrol car, and they keep in constant touch with the sheriff's of
fice by radio when transporting girls. This is done so that, should 

the need arise, the time of arrest and arrival at the office can be 
checked against the radio leg book. .

Upon arrival at the sheriff's office, the arresting officer files 

an Offense Report, charging the child with a specific crime or act. An 

officer who has investigated a call or complaint, but made no arrest, 

may also file an Offense Report on a child for the information of the 

Juvenile Division. In both instances the reports are turned ever to 
the Juvenile Division for further action and possible questioning.

Information required to complete the Offense Report includes the 
type of crime or incident, the name and address of the complainant, 
where and when the incident or crime occurred, by whom end to whom it 
was reported, names of the persons responsible or suspected, details 
of the occurrence, names and addresses of witnesses, the signature of 
the officer filing the report, and the signature of the person approving 

the report. One copy of this report is given to the juvenile probation 
department when the child is turned ever to it.

Investigations concerning complaints, crimes, or incidents in
volving children are handled by the Juvenile Division. Often cases may
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"be cleared by Imre etl get Ion without arresting the child. An example 

of this Is a case Involving a bicycle that was reported stolen. Short
ly thereafter, the owner reported to the sheriff’s office that he had 

seen a boy riding It. The Investigation that followed brought to light 
the fact that the boy had found the bicycle in a river bed, and he pro
duced a witness to verify hie story. Thus the Investigation resulted 

in the return of the bicycle to its owner, although the thief of the 
bicycle was not apprehended.

The female officer of the Juvenile Division is present during 
investigations of cases Involving girl offenders and may conduct the 
girls' questioning.

If an Investigation is made, a copy of the results is sent to 
the Juvenile probation department with a copy of the Offense Report 

and Supplement Report, if needed. This is done when the child is turned 

over to the probation department following the booking and questioning.
It is the responsibility of the sheriff’s office to provide transporta
tion to the county detention home. In cases involving only a minor in

fraction of the law, the sheriff’s office will sometimes release the 

child and send the report to the probation department for such action 

as they may deem necessary.
Also given to the juvenile probation department is a duplicate 

copy of a Juvenile card which is part of the permanent Juvenile card 
file kept under lock and key by the sheriff's office. This card con

tains the vital statistics of the child, the offenses committed, fol

low-up action taken, whether or not the child was interrogated, detained, 
released, or referred, and the facts of the case.
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*6 children are detained In the county jail unless they lave 

been remanded by the Juvenile court to stand trial as adults, and then 
they are kept In the milder section of the Jail and not In a cell with 
adults who have been charged with felonies. . :

Traffic cases are referred in the same manner as other cases In
volving children, except that in most cases the child Is not taken into 
custody. The traffic citations are sent to the juvenile probation de
partment, and the child is told to report to a supervisor of driver ed

ucation at the probation department. .
The sheriff's office may also receive from the probation depart

ment information needed concerning a child, if such information is 
available. There are in Fima County, a# there should be, cooperation, 

an exchange of information, and informal agreements on procedure and

policy, as previously mentioned, between the various law enforcement
22agencies and the juvenile probation department. Such cooperation is 

in accordance with the section of the Juvenile Code stipulating cooper

ation by public agenda# in carrying out the objective# of the Juvenile 
. 23court. ; ■■ ■

Fingerprinting and photographing of children are possible, as in

the case of the Tucson Felice Department, with the prior permission of
24the Juvenile.court. This permission is usually granted upon request. 

Heither the Pima.County Sheriff's Office nor the Tucson Police

: ^Interview with Michael C. Windham, Sergeant, Chief Juvenile
Officer, Pima County Sheriff's Office, Feb. 26, 1957•

^1946 Arizona Revised Statutes,. Title 8, sec. 239.
A 'Interview with Michael C. Windham, Feb. 26, 1957.
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Department conducte In-service or special training for patrolmen on 
the Mailing of children, except that which comes in the initial train
ing period, which is limited. It might he noted here that "both the 
Tucson Police Department and the Pima County Sheriff's Office feel they 
are understaffed to do the job expected of them.

Method* ana Policies of the Arizona 
•State Hiehwar Patrol

Deferrals made by the Arizona State Highway Patrol to the juvenile 

probation department primarily involve traffic and runaway cases. In 
traffic cases where only a citation is issued, the child is instructed 
to present its citation to the supervisor of driver education at the 

Juvenile probation department. The highway patrol also sends a notice 
of the Issuance of the citation to the probation department. Following 

the disposition of the case, the probation department notifies the 

highway patrol what plea the child made and what action was taken.
In cases where a child is involved in an accident, drunk or reck

less driving, or negligent homicide, the patrol officer upon returning 
to the office prepares a report for the county attorney*s office, to be 
used in prosecution of the case if the child is remanded to adult court 

by the Juvenile court Judge holding the hearing on the charge. A child 
cannot be prosecuted by the county attorney unless so remanded. This 

report contains the name and address of the defendant, the offense, 

date of offense and arrest, names of the arresting officers, the par

ticulars of the offense, and the names of witnesses. The report and
\  - . • - - ■ , ■

filing of it are the same for adults and children.
In all instances where detention of the child may be necessary,



the highway patrol takes the child to the county detention home and 
presents it with the citation listing -the violation. If, however, 
liquor is involved, the child is first turned over to the State Li- . 
quor Control Officer who questions the child before taking it to the 
detention home. Following this the control officer investigates the 
case to determine how the child got the liquor and by whom it was sold. 

Should the case Involve narcotics, which is seldom, the child is turned 

over to the narcotics agent of the Pima County Sheriff's Office for 

questioning before being taken to the detention home. . . - -
There are no special forms or reports for children, and they are 

treated in the same manner as adults. Copies of the citations and re
ports are sent to the mala office in Phoenix for filing; no records are

25kept locally.

Methods and Policies of the Marl strata 
or Justice of the Peace

The Arizona law states that, when a child under the age of eight
een years is arrested, the probation officer shall be notified and such

26disposition of the child be made as he may direct. In Instances 
where, the age of an arrested child is not known, either because the 
child did not truthfully state its age when taken into custody or be

cause it was arrested on a John Doe warrant, provision was made in the
law for children charged with a crime by a magistrate or justice of the

27peace to still come under the jurisdiction of the juvenile court.

^Interview with Jack Book, Radio Dispatcher, Arizona State High
way Patrol, Feb. 27, 1957.

2619«& Arizona Revised Statutes, Title 8, sec. 221.
27

83

Ibid., sec. 223.
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The magistrate or the justice of the peace notifies the juvenile 

probation department when he becomes aware of the fact that the accused 
is a child, usually during the preliminary hearing. A deputy probation 

officer then appears before the court and asks that the child be re
manded to the juvenile authorities. The child is turned over to the 
deputy probation officer, and the records of the case are transmitted 

to the juvenile court through the office of the clerk of the superior 

court. This transfers the jurisdiction from the justice or city court 

to the juvenile court. The usual procedure, then, is that children do 

not appear before either a magistrate or a justice of the peace unless 
being remanded to adult court, and if they do, it ie generally because 

of some "mistake."2 . ; : . • ■ - •-

Methods and Policies of Other Referral Agencies 

Daring the year 1955-56, 88.4 per cent of the referrals to the 
Pima County Juvenile Probation Department were made by the Tucson Po
lice Department, the Pima County Sheriff* # Department, and the Arlsona 
State Highway Patrol. The remainder were referred by the schools, 
private welfare agencies, parents, the Town of South Tucson Police De

partment, and the juvenile probation department. Many referrals, and 

especially those concerning neglected and dependent children, were made 
by the Catholic and Jewish Social Service organisations, the Young Men's 

Christian Association, and the Young Women's Christian Association.
Schools, both public and private, through their social workers.

2^Interview with Herman E. Green, Pi 
Peace, Precinct Huriber 4, Web. 28, 1957. County Justice of the



teacherb, attendance officers, and administrators often refer children 
"because of neglect, dependency, misbehavior, possession of knives, van
dalism while at school, and truancy. A large proportion of cases re
ferred "by the schools to the juvenile probation department involve tru

ancy. The attendance officers, realising that much delinquency has its 
foundation in truancy, attempt to work with the child and help solve 

its problems. They try in many ways to help meet the physical, mental, 

and medical needs of the children. In cases that cannot be worked out, 
the child is referred to the juvenile probation department for such ac

tion as they deem necessary. A recent case may be used as an example.
A boy, who had previously been to the Ayisona State Industrial School, 
was an attendance problem because he was a malingerer." The attendance 
officer talked with the boy and found him and hie family very coopera

tive. However, he had no results. The boy was taken to the school 

health department doctor for examinations and treatment. Results 
showed there was no physical reason for his absences. The boy eae 
taken back to school, but the principal refused to accept him because 

of his attendance record and disrupting Influence on the other children. 
He was then taken to the county detention home, and the case was re

ferred to the juvenile probation department for further investigation 
29 -and action. If the delinquency is serious, for example, gang fights 

and vandalism, the police department will be asked by the juvenile pro

bation department to pick up the children so that charges can be made 

against them before they are turned over to the probation department.

^Interview with Lionel' H. Rombach, Attendance Officer, Tucson 
Public School System, Mar. 19, 1957.
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Most of these referrals ore node verbally, In person or "by telephone, 
giving the available facts and their opinions on the case.

In Instances where private citizens telephone or go to the Juven
ile probation department in person concerning a delinquent, dependent, 
or neglected child, the probation department asks for only a minimum of 
facts concerning the case before It initiates action. An example of a 

case referred by telephone occurred while interviewing a deputy proba

tion officer. The case was called In by a neighbor who felt three chil

dren were being neglected. The mother and father were separated; the 

children were living with the mother. A man, who was not a relative, 
was living in the same house, and the neighbor thought they had assumed 
a husband-end-wife relationship. It appeared to the" neighbor that this 

was a bad environment for the children to be raised In and that they 

were not receiving proper care. Upon receipt of the call and taking 

down the facts as stated by the neighbor, together with the names, ages, 
and addresses of the persons Involved, the case was referred to a deputy
probation officer working with neglected and dependent children for In-

............... 30vestigatlon and further study.

Relatively few cases of delinquency, neglect, or dependency are 

referred to the probation office by the South Tucson Police Department. 
The police officer In charge of all the Juvenile cases for that town 

stated that approximately twenty to twenty-five delinquency cases and 

ten to fifteen traffic cases come to the attention of the department 

each year. Tew cases of dependency or neglect are referred to them.

Interview with ®ven K. J0rgens, Jr., Pima County Deputy Proba
tion Officer, Feb. 26, 1957.



These low figures are remarkable in view of the fact that the popula

tion of the town Is between 7,000 and 8,000, the town is located in 
the area of Pima County that accounts for approximately twenty per cent 

of the delinquency cases, and many of the town's citizens have a rela
tively low economic status. Most of the procedure for handling juvenile 

cases in South Tucson is like that of the City of Tucson, except that 
there is one officer in charge of all juvenile cases and there are no 

special offense reports for children. The same report is used for both 
adults and children. Many cases of a minor nature are handled in the 
police department through questioning and lecturing, after which the 
children are sent home. In these instances, no reports are sent to the 
juvenile probation department. The probation department maintains,
however, that they do not receive reports of any nature from South

32Tucson, and children are not frequently referred to them.

In all instances, then, where action is to be taken with respect
to delinquent, dependent, or neglected children, the child and/or its
records are referred to the juvenile probation department for action.
If it is felt the child should be detained, it is taken to the county
detention home; otherwise it is released and its records are sent to

33the juvenile probation department for farther action. . - .

8?

^Interview with J. C. Baba go, Lieutenant, Town of South Tucson 
Police Department, Jfer. 18, 1957.

3 2  ' ’ ’ -Interview with Myra leplln, Pima County Deputy Probation Offi
cer, Mar. 21, 1957.

33
Interview with Sven %. Jorgens, Jr., Feb. 26, 1957.



CHAPTER VI 

DETENTION .

Detention is defined as the temporary holding of a child away

from its home pending an investigation and decision on its case hy
1 'the juvenile court. An obstacle to the development of adequate deten

tion care is the lack of public understanding of the problem end pur

pose of detention. In theory, the purpose of detention is to provide 
physical and psychological security for the child while its case is in

2process of study and information is collected concerning its background. 
Detention protects the child from improper influences, protects society 
from aggressive offenders, and assures the presence of the child before 

and at court hearings. These principles differ little from those used 
as bases for the detention of adults.

Types of Detention Eacllltles - :

The Arizona Juvenile Code permits a child to remain in the cus

tody of its parents or a probation officer, or to be detained in a place 

provided by the state or county authorities or other public and private 
agencies, pending final disposition of its caee.^ The law also states 

that the county boards of supervisors are to "maintain a detention home * 2

•t 'Negley K. Teeters and John Otto Belnemann, The Challenge of Da- 
linquency (Inglewood Cliffs, #.J., 1950), p. 227.

2
Clyde B. Tedder, The Juvenile Offender (Garden City, 1954), p. 196. 
^1956 Arizona Devised Statutes, Title 8, sec. 225.



••peirate and. apart from a jail or lockup in which adults are confined.*^ 
Ihe contact of childrm with adults awaiting trial has been con

sidered a great obstacle to the rehabilitative treatment of juvenile de

linquents. For this reason, Arizona and many other states have laws or 
sections in their constitutions prohibiting the detention of children 
in a Jail where adults are confined.

As of March, 1957, only Maricopa and Pima Counties maintained 
detention homes "separate and apart* from Jails. In the other counties 
of the state, separate cells or sections of the county jail were used 
for the detention of children, as was the case in Pima County during 
the period 1950 to September 1956, at which time the county detention 
home was opened. ''

Mo part of the whole treatment process of children is as eld as 
Jail detention. Although many reforms have been made in the processes 

of handling children, jail detention is still unfortunately, but widely, 
ueed.^ Often children detained in jails are exposed to filth, disease, 
and moral contamination that are frequently characteristic of jails. 
These Jails provide a short training course in many forms of crime, 

vice, and perversion for the inmate. The situation has been summed up 

well in this excerpt:
Here, in dismal, cheerless surroundings, in constant asso

ciation with drunks, perverts, and hardened offenders, and usu
ally in complete idleness and under perfunctory supervision, 
they are given their first extensive education in the ways of

89

^Ibidi, sec. 226.
*»"'Paul V. Tappan, Juvenile Delinquency (1st ed.. Hew York, 1949),

pp. 390-92.
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crime. The experience 1b one that Is seldom forgotten, 
and all too frequently It leaves emotional wounds .and 
scare from which the victim never fully recovers.

Public apathy concerning the conditions in jails is partly due to the
lack of knowledge of jail conditions and to the common, popular ©pin-

7ion that the Inmates are themselves dirty and not worthy of help.
Jails rank at the bottom of the list of the desirable type of

facilities to be used for the detention of children, whereas specially
8designed and constructed detention homes are at the top of the list.

The foster home is another type of facility used. It provides 
the advantage of a family, home-like atmosphere and the possibilities 

for more individualised attention to a child,; A drawback to the use 
of foster homes is that it is often difficult to secure desirable homes 

for the placement of children. Detention homes, on the other hand, can 

provide organized efforts to stimulate a child and give it an opportun

ity for self-expression. Bor this reason, some experts feel that a
detention home is best suited for older children, and a foster home

9should be used for younger children.

C ft Tin ty Detention Horn a

The Pima County detention home, dedicated as the "Mother Biggins 
' 10 ' ' . 

Detention Borne" in September 1956, was named after Mrs. Clara Higgins

^Teeters and Beinemann, ££. cit., p. 235.
^Tedder, gR- elt., p. 207.
A * * -
2MA., p. 222.
^Tappan, fiXU fill., p. 412.

^Hereinafter referred to as county detention home or detention home.



who operated a private detention home In Pima County for thirty-seven 
years. The new comity detention home was established by the Pina Coun
ty Board of Supervisors and also houses the probation department and 
the juvenile court for Pima County. The board of supervisors provides 
funds for the operation of the county detention home and determines the 
salaries of the employees with the advice of the juvenile court judge.
The juvenile court judge appoints the employees of the detention home 
on the basis of experience and training, as employees of Pima County 
do not work under a civil service system.** The Juvenile Code states
that the juvenile court is responsible for the supervision of the da- 

12tention home. Both the detention home and the juvenile probation 
department are responsible to the judge of the juvenile court. In Pima 

County, the relationship between the county detention home and the juven

ile probation department is one of absolute cooperation. Although they 

are two agencies of the juvenile court, theyiork together in the inter

est of the children. The relationship is one of "we* rather than "you* 
or "me."*^ . :

The detention home for Pima County is located at 332 South Tree- 
way, Tucson, Arizona; it is a one-story, red brick structure, especially 
designed for its purposes. A great deal of research and study went into 
the planning of the county detention home so that it would meet the needs

"^Interview with John B. Me Airland, Jr., Superintendent of the 
Mother Higgins Detention Home, Tucson, Ariz., Mar. 22, 1957.

*^1956 Arizona Revised Statutes, Title 8, sec. 227.
^Interview with John B. Me Airland, Jr., Mar. 22, 1957.
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and fulfill the purposes of a detention home and provide for easy su

pervision of the children.
The detention section of the building takes the form of an inver

ted "l," with the main desk, recreational day r oom, dining room, and 
kitchen in the center. The six girls' rooms, having a capacity of 
twelve girls, are in the south wing, and the thirteen hoys' rooms with 

a capacity of twenty-six are in the north wing. Each of the rooms con

tains two hunk beds, a toilet, sink, drinking fountain, buzzer, and a 

speaker for announcements and radio listening. In addition, the girls' 
rooms have a desk, chair, and curtains to match the bedspreads. The 
doors to the rooms are locked; however, there are no bars over the win
dows. The psychology of iron bare often spells defeat and failure for 
many children. The windows are installed in such a manner that they 

may be opened only by the supervisors.

The Inside walls of the home are constructed of concrete slabs 
to limit possible destruction by the children. The central recreational 
area, dining room, and kitchen are equipped with modern furnishings, and 
the room takes on a pleasant and wholesome atmosphere. In an alcove off 

the recreational area are a library of books from the Tucson Public li

brary and two reading tables. The books include appropriate novels, 

mysteries, westerns, and adventures, selected for the home by the Tucson 

library. Ho comic books or pulp magazines are permitted in the home. 

Children eat their meals in the dining room at tables of four and are 

served cafeteria style.

Outside the building, on each side of the dining area, are separate 
recreational areas for the boys and girls. A local women's club recently
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donated $1,000 for craft Mid recreational equipment. local churches 
and other service organisations hare also given money to the detention 
home to help supply some of Its needs. All doors leading into the home 
are continuously locked, with the exception of those opening onto the 
outdoor recreational areas, and supervisors must be summoned for admit
tance or exit. The entire detention area is surrounded by a high, woven

14wire fence topped with barbed wire.
A n  Arizona Juvenile deputy probation officers have the authority 

to detain children; however, la Pima County the responsibility of detain
ing a child or releasing it during the intake procedure rests primarily 
with the deputy probation officer in charge of intakes. This practice 
is followed in order to maintain uniformity. The procedure followed by 
the intake officer In determining the need for detention Is discussed 
in the chapter on Case Investigation and Procedure.

A deputy probation officer is assigned to duty at the county de
tention home from 7*00 P.M. to 3*00 A.M. to determine whether a child 
referred to the probation department during the night hours should be 
released or detained. In cases involving minor offenses, the child is 

often released to its parents and instructed to appear at the probation 
department the following day for an investigation of the case by the 

intake officer.^

During the year 1955-56, 41.1 per cent of the delinquent children,
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excluding traffic offenders, brougit to the attention of the juvenile 

probation department were detained.^
After It has been determined by the intake officer or the night 

deputy probation officer that a child should be detained, the child Is 
turned over to a county detention home supervisor. It is taken to an 
anteroom where the supervisor reads the report brought with the child 

and, if the child was referred by the Tucson Police Department, signs 
the original copy of the Juvenile Deport acknowledging receipt of the 

child. The supervisor checks to see that the parents of the child have 
been notified and, if not, attempts to do so. If the child is a high 
school student and as a courtesy to the schools, the principal is con
tacted and informed of the child*s detention.

The next step is the filling out of the admission form. This 

form requires the name and address of the child and its mother and ffe* 

ther, the date and time admitted, the time the parents were notified 

and by whom, the age of the child, the name of the person admitting the 
child, the referring agency, and the physical condition of the child. 
This last item is checked carefully by the supervisor for the protec

tion of the child, the detention home, and the other children there.

A check is made into the past medical record of the child to determine 

if it has had any heart trouble, tuberculosis, or other illnesses, and 

if it has been taking medicine or shots. The child is also asked if he 

is in pain or presently suffering from any ailment. This discussion 

concerning its health does much to establish initial rapport with the

^growing Din, Annual Deport of the Juvenile Court and Probation 
Department of Pima County, Arizona, 1955-56 (195?), p. 8.
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child. The children feel that the euperrieorB are sincerely concerned 
with their welfare, ae they are. The supervisors are all trained in 

first aid and will treat minor cuts and bruises. However, most eases 
requiring medical attention are taken to the county hospital for treat
ment prior to admission. The county detention home has a working agree
ment with the hospital, and after treatment of a child the hospital 
fills out a report for the detention home which states the child is 
physically able to he detained.

After completing the admission form, the supervisor explains 
to the child what is expected of it while at the detention home. The 
child is told that there will be no horse-play or fighting allowed, 
table manners are to be used at meal time, Grace is said before each 

meal, and it is expected to ask permission to move around the deten

tion home during the period of its confinement by raising its hand to 

attract a supervisor's attention. It is Impressed upon the child that 
the rules are strictly enforced, that it will be treated in accordance 
with the manner in which it conducts itself, and that sullenness, dis
plays of temper, and obstinance will not be tolerated.

The child is then taken to the main room of the detention home 

and is asked to place its personal belongings in an envelope which is 
kept for the child until it is released from the detention home. The 
child is searched for any articles hidden in its clothing, particularly 

cigarettes, matches, and knives.
Following this, the child takes a shower and, if it is to he de

tained for a period of more than one day, it is given a uniform. The 

clothing is rented from a local uniform service. The boys' uniforms



consist of gr»y shirts and troueers, and the girls wear green dresses 
with white trim. By using the rental service the detention home does 
not hare to stock large numbers of uniforms in all sizes, and Is re
lieved of the responsibility of cleaning, mending, and pressing the 
clothes.

The child is asked if it wants a room by Itself or with some
one and is granted its request, if possible. If the child is placed 
in a room with someone, an effort is made to match the roommates accord

ing to age and, to some extent, race and socle-economic status, in 
order to accentuate and promote cempatabillty. There is a twenty-four 
hour isolation period for all those admitted in order to determine the 

child's attitude and to see if it has or will develop a contagious 

disease. For thin period the child is confined to its room.

If, after they have been notified that their child has been 
taken to the county detention home, the parents appear at the detention 
home and wish to see their child, they are not permitted to do so un
less it is to be released to their custody. The detention home has 
regular visiting hours for parents.

This general admission procedure may vary with each of the 
supervisors, with the time of day or nig&t the child is admitted, and 

with different children, depending upon the facts of the case. The 

same rules and procedure apply to all, regardless of the offense com
mitted or whether the child is a neglect or dependent case.1^

The daily routine is planned so as to make an effort to keep

17Interview with Bdward J. Casavantes, Mar. 22, 195?.
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the children huey with organized and worthwhile activitiee, and to pro
vide easy access to the children hy the deputy probation officers 
handling their cases.

The children are awakened at 7*15 A.M., wash, and dress for 
breakfast at 7130 A.M. Breakfast, as are the other meals. Is leisurely, 
and the children are allowed to converse freely. After breakfast, the 

children clean the building, including their rooms. Two children are 
assigned to help in the cleaning of the kitchen. .

JVon 9*00 A.M. to 10:00 A.M. on Monday, Wednesday, and M d a y ,  

classes are held for the boys by the supervisors, and on Tuesday and 
Thursday at that same time they are held by volunteer workers from 

Tucson. The supervisors held special classes for boys on how to work, 
live, and play together. Stress is on group living because the primary 

.reason most of the children are in trouble is that they are nen-con- 

foraiste. This type of instruction will be helpful to the children in 
adjusting to the new situation in which they may find themselves after 
a court hearing. This new situation may be placement la a foster home 
or commitment to an institution. The classes held by the volunteer 

workers include art, music, crafts, and photography, and are designed 
to stimulate the child's Interest in future hobbies and living.

During these classes for boys, the girls are outside in the 

girls' recreational area or in their rooms working with crafts or hob
bles. From 10:00 A.M. to 11:00 A.M. the boys go outside to play and 
the girls come into the building. The girls, because of their small 

number, do not have the classes that are held for boys. There is no 
academic school program for the children.
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At 11:00 A.M. the children go to their rooms to wash for lunch 

and rest. Because many are emotionally upeet, this rest period and the 
one after lunch are beneficial in that they tend to increase the appe
tite and aid digestion. The lunch period is from 11:30 A.M. to 12:1$
P.M. and is followed by a clean-up of the kitchen and recreational 
area. On Monday afternoons there are no planned activities after the 
rest period because the juvenile court holds hearings, and a large 
number of the children are involved. They may receive visitors from 

one o'clock to four o'clock on Sunday afternoon. Provision is also 
made for visits by special arrangement. %  Tuesday and Thursday after
noons the supervisors again hold lecture periods for the boys. During 
some of these lectare periods the boys may select the topic to be dis

cussed, and it may be anything from sports to aerodynamics. Prom 

3:30 P.M. to 4:30 P*M. daily, the girls watch television while the boys 
engage in other activities. Dinner is served at five o'clock, followed 
by a kitchen and recreational area clean-up and a library hour. During 
the library hour the children may select books and digest-type magazines 
to read, either in their rooms or in the library. Also during the even

ing, the children watch television, providing the programs are consid

ered appropriate. Supervisors ®ay giT* guidance and counseling to chil
dren during the evening hours if they have been requested to do so by a 
deputy probation officer. Most of the counseling and guidance, however, 
are done by the deputy probation officer assigned to the case.

The children go to their rooms at approximately 8:30 P.M. and may 
read or listen to the radio until ten o'clock when the lights and radio 

are turned off. The children are locked in their rooms each night; the
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toys are locked in their rooms during much of the evening. The central 

radio is in the office of the detention home, and the children often 
buzz the office during the times they are in their rooms to request 
their favorite radio program, usually a disc-jockey program which plays 
popular music. .

The daily routine is followed as far as circumstances allow. It . 
is flexible, and changes are made to meet the demands and opportunities 

that may arise at any time. The employees of the detention home con

sider the child wire important than the schedule.

The children have certain duties and responsibilities to fulfill. 
These include the cleaning of the building and grounds, mowing the 
lawns, helping with the cooking and cleaning of the kitchen, cleaning 

the staff cars, mopping the floors, and doing other minor maintenance.

In addition to their duties, they also maintain some privileges. They ' 

may read books and digest-type magazines from the library, watch tele

vision at certain hours of the day) listen to ladle programs in their 
rooms, and use the outdoor recreational areas. Toung men are employed 
as supervisors to work with the boys, including the direction of their 
physical education activities. The supervisors also attempt to interest 

the children in as many various types of activities and groups as possi
ble in order to promote their program of teaching children how to live 

and play together. Some activities away from the detention home are pro

vided for some of the children, but this Is not a general practice. 

Children may be taken to the Toung Men** Christian Association for swim

ming or taken to see the rodeo parade In town, but most of the activities 
are held at the detention home.

of Arizona Library
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Religious services are provided for the children while at the 

detention home. Protestant services are held on Thursday. Catholic 

instruction is given on Wednesday, and confessions are heard on Thurs
day. A member of the staff takes those children who went to confession

10to a Catholic church in Tucson for Mass on M d a y .
The length of detention varies for each individual case. However, 

the detention home is primarily a temporary facility. Detention may
continue until a plan for the child has been formulated by the deputy 

probation officer assigned to the case, if a child requires continued 
observation and study because of emotional disturbances, or until the 
child has had a court hearing of its case.

. Because of the emotional impact of detention on some children, an 
effort is made to prevent unnecessary detention. Tor this same reason, 

detention is as short as is consistent with the purpose to be achieved. 

Detention is primarily for evaluation of the child's case rather than 
for punishment of the child for its actions, and from this evaluation 
a treatment plan is worked out. The element of punishment exists only 
to the extent that the child is confined to the county detention home 
and is closely supervised. In the final analysis, punishment is not 

successful. Many children are released prior to the court hearing be

cause there is little likelihood that they can successfully evade the
' - 19jurisdiction of the court for long.

Tor uniformity of procedure and practice, the release of a child

Interview with John R. Mclhrland, Jr., Mar. 22, 1957.
^Interview with Myra Kbplln, Pima County Deputy Probation Offi

cer, Mar. 21, 1957.



from the county detention home le made "by the deputy probation officer

assigned to the case. It Is felt that the officer should have the pre-
gorogatlve to release the child.

During the year 1955-56, 876 boys were detained In Pima County for
a total of 2,921 days, or an average stay of 3»33 days per boy. The

117 girls detained during the year remained for a total of 869 days, an
21a verage stay of 7.to days per girl. In March 1957 the average dally 

number detained at the county detention home was twenty-two, of which 
approximately thirty per cent were girls. % e  reason for the low per

centage of girls detained Is that society and parents are more protec
tive of girls than of boys. Detention lo a last resort for cases In
volving girls. Per this reason, the girls that are detained are usu
ally in a more advanced stage of delinquency and are harder to manage

than most of the boys. A large proportion of the girls are detained
22for running away, disorderly conduct, and sex offenses.

The detention home does not keep children for the federal gov
ernment because it does not meet the requirements for a security in
stitution. These requirements include secure doors and yards, and com
plete supervision.
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^Growing Do, n. 25.

^Interview with Myra Poplin, Mar. 21. 1957. 
^Interview with John B. Mclhrland, Jr., Mar. 22, 1957.
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' ■ Viaitin* Board -• .

The Juvenile Cede provides for a hoard ©f three members, ap

pointed by the Juvenile court judge, to Inspect the county detention 
home at least every ninety days. As of April 1957 the board mas 
comprised of The Honorable Evo DeConcinl, former superior court judge 
In-Pima County and former judge of the Arizona Supreme Court, Mrs.

Prank T. Slbbings, wife of a Tucson city councilman, and Clermont D. 

Loper, Secretary of the Tucson Toung Men's Christian Association and 
chairman of the visiting board. These appointments are for an indefin
ite period of time, and there are no special qualifications required of 
board members except that.they be interested in children.

Individual members of the board may visit the county detention 
home at any time and frequently do. However, they visit the home as a 

group approximately every ninety days. The board concerns itself with 

the accomodations for the children; the qualifications, training, and 

attitudes of the staff members; the type of food served; and the clean
liness of the kitchen and the building. During the fall of 1956, Mr. 
leper assisted in the conducting of a training course in the techniques 

of working with children for the entire staff of the county detention 

home, including the superintendent, eight supervisors, two cooks, and 

one maintenance man.

It can be said that one of the main functions of the board is to 

make certain no unfavorable situations arise and become uncontrollable. 

Although the board exercises no power over the activities and operation 2

2^1956 Arizona Revised Statutes. Title 8, sec. 22?.



of the county detention home, should the need arise It could "become a 

powerful force fy creating public sentiment for the correction of an 
unfavorable situation. The board has been very pleased with the oper
ation of the detention home, the work accomplished by it, and the coa-

25petence of the staff. The visiting board is required by law to make 
a report on the condition and operation of the detention home to the
clerk of the court after each Inspection, together with any recom-

• 26 * ' - ; -  '

mendations it deems advisable. This report Is written after the
board has inspected the detention home and discussed its findings, a 

copy of it is sent to the juvenile court judge and to the superintend
ent of the detention home. The board has found that the few recommend-

. . ' - ■ ' ' ' 2? -atlone it has made were carried out Immediately.
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2^1956 Arizona Revised Statutes, Title 8, sec. 227.

^Interview with Clermont D. Leper, Mar. 18, 1957.



CHAPTER VII

CASS IHVBSTIGATIOH AHD PROCED'DRE

The Plan. County Juvenile Court and Probation Department are housed 
in offices in the county detention home. There are private offices for 

the chief juvenile probation officer and each of the deputy probation 

officers, a matting room and reception desk, central office, and file 
and storage room. Juvenile court hearings are held in a room adjacent 
to the malting room. It seats approximately seventy people and is also 
used for the traffic school and some public meetings.

The Juvenile Code provides that the juvenile court judge may ap

point a chief probation officer, deputy probation officers, and office 

assistants to aid in the preparation and handling of cases. The number

of deputy probation officers may net exceed one for each fifty children
1 " -■ •on probation, excluding dependent and neglect cases. Where unofficial

probation is used, as it is in Pima County, the number of cases placed 

on unofficial probation cannot be counted in determining the number of 
deputy probation officers that may be appointed. As a result, almost 

all the deputy probation officers have approximately fifty children on 
official probation assigned to them and up to twice that number on un

official probation. There were thirteen deputy probation officers in

^1956 Arizona Revised Statutesr Title 8, sec. 204.



2the Piaa County Juvenile Probation Department In April 1957.
The duties of the deputy probation officers include looking after 

the interests of the dependent, neglected, and delinquent children of 
the county, making case investigations, and being present in court when 
a case that has been assigned to them is heard. They also perform 
other acts as ordered by the juvenile court.^ The salaries of the 
personnel in the Juvenile probation department are fixed by the juven

ile court judge of the county, with the approval of the county board of 
4supervisors.

The personnel employed in the Fima County Juvenile Probation De
partment, ae of April 1957, appear to be highly competent, frlendly, 
and understanding of the neede and problem# of children. All deputy 
probation officers are college graduates with degrees in the social 

sciences, and salaries range from $310 to $370 per month. It is felt, 

however, that in order to retain a good, competent staff, the salaries 
should be increased to at least $400 per month, thus mating them com
parable to salaries paid by the other social service agencies. The 

county board of supervisors is revising the salary schedule, and it is 
hoped an increase will result.^ 2
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Intufre Froeedarg . .

The deputy probation officer In charge of Intake makes the first 
contact with children charged with delinquency. The dependent, neglect, 
and traffic cases are usually referred directly to the deputy probation 
officers working with those eases, rather than to the intake officers.

Most delinquency cases, excluding traffic offenders, come to the 
attention of the probation department when the law enforcement agencies 
bring a child to the department or to the detention home, or when an 
offense report is taken to the probation department regarding a child 
that has been released by a law enforcement agency. In cases where an 
offense report is taken to the probation department regarding a child 
that has been released, the intake officer will confer with the peace 
officer to determine if there is a need for follow-up action by the 
probation department. They may decide that the lecture given the child 
by the peace officer was sufficient action for the case.

The intake officer ordinarily determines, after a preliminary 
investigation,-if a child brought to the juvenile probation department 
during the day is to be placed in detention or released in the custody 
of its parents or guardian pending further investigation of the case.
A child may also be released to a relative or its minister; however, 
this is done only with the parents' knowledge.

The general procedure followed by the intake officer in making 
the preliminary investigation is, first, to interview the child alone. 
During this interview, the officer reviews with the child the charges 
made against it to determine if they are correct and to obtain the 
child* s version of the incident. The intake officer also notes the



attitude of the child and gets an impression of its general "behavior.
It is not uncommon for other problems of the child to he revealed, 
even though they are unrelated to tbs charges being made against it.

The parents are interviewed next, without the child being present. 
During this session, the intake officer receives a general impression 
of the parents and their attitude toward the child. There may be dis
crepancies In the information given by the child and that given by the 
parents. This is often an indication of the lack of understanding and 
good parent-child relationships in the home.

After the interview with the parents, the child is called into 
the room, and the interview continues with both the parents and child. 
The home situation, parent-child relationships, the charges made against 
the child, and possible action to be taken by the probation department 
are discussed farther. " ,  -

During the Interview with the child and the parents, the intake 
officer writes down information needed to complete the intake form.
In order to maintain an Informal atmosphere, the Intake officer usually 
takes notes during the interviews and does not fill out the intake form 
until after the interviews are completed. It has been found that a 
child and its parents are more inclined to discuss their problems and 
the ease if an Informal atmosphere exists.

The information needed to complete the intake form, which is 
standard for all types of cases that corns to the juvenile probation de
partment, includes the vital statistics on the child, the charge being 
made against it, any previous record, information on mental tests that 
may have been given the child in school, the child's employment, if
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any, and a short family history. This family history contains vital 

statistics on the parents and siblings.
The intake officer, in determining the action to be taken, may 

require additional interviews with the child and its parents in order 
to obtain all the facts which are needed. A great many cases are com
plex and, therefore, require time for an evaluation.

A petition is filed on a child by the intake officer if it is 

detained in the detention home for more than twenty-four hours and 
the intake proceedings have not been completed. It is felt that a 
child should not be held ever this period of time without asking the - 
juvenile court to take jurisdiction over the child and give the reasons 
for detaining it. The Juvenile court judge may dismiss the petition 

after further investigation, if the case is disposed of without a 

court hearing. The.petition contains a statement by the petitioner, 

who in Pima County is the chief juvenile probation officer, alleging 
that the named child is in need of the protection of the juvenile 
court and is delinquent, dependent, or neglected, and asking the court 

to make such orders for the cars and custody of the child as may be 
deemed Just and proper. The Juvenile court judge then signs a state

ment that, after preliminary investigation, the interest of the public 
or of the child requires farther action.

The intake officer may dismiss a case after interviewing the 

child and its parents, if it is found that the charges made against 

the child are not valid. The officer gives the reasons for the dis

missal on the intake form.
A case may be adjusted if the charges or offense are of a minor
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nature. This could Include a case where a child hae thrown a rock 

through a car window and where the parent# are cooperative, willing to 
make restitution, and will work to correct the child's behavior. The 
case would then he marked "adjusted and warnedn after the child and, 
in some cases, the parents, had keen lectured. Another example of an 
adjusted case concerned two hoys who ran away from home "for kicks." 

They were apprehended in Xl Centre, California, and returned to Tucson. 

The children * s parents, who appeared to he stable people, felt no need 
for further services of the probation department. The files for ad
justed and dismissed cases are held in the inactive files of the juven
ile probation department and are destroyed when the child reaches ' 
eighteen years of age. .

If, in the opinion of the intake officer, there is need for 

further action or investigation of a case, or if the home situation is 

unfavorable, the intake officer assigns the case to one of the deputy 

probation officers in charge of delinquent boys or girls. The child, 
pending investigation of its case, may be released or detained. There 

is no blanket rule to fit all cases. An effort is made to do what is 
best for the child. If there are any particular doubts concerning a 

case, the child is usually detained pending further investigation. If 

parents have a negative attitude toward their child, it may be well to 

detain the child until the home situation has been studied.

An effort is made not to detain a child under the age of twelve 

years, unless the home situation is unfavorable. However, children 
under that age who come to the attention of the juvenile probation de

partment probably do so because the home situation is such that the
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child Is neglected. In these instances, the child is usually sent 
to a. foster home or to the Arizona Children's Bone in Tucson. Neglect 
and dependency cases are not detained at the county detention home ex
cept in emergencies. There may he a lack of available foster homes, 
or cases referred during the night hours may be detained until morning 
when they are taken to a foster home.

It is conceivable that two children could be brought to the atten
tion of the juvenile probation department, equally involved in the same 
offense, and their cases disposed of differently, depending on the facts 
of each individual case. For example, one of the children may have 
stable parents who are shocked by their child's actions and are willing 
to work with their child and cooperate with the.probation department. 
This child may be released in their custody pending final disposition 
of the case. The other child, however, may be living with its widowed 
mother who is unstable, emotional, and unable to control her child.
This child may be detained. ■ . ., .. ■

If a child is released pending further investigation by a dep
uty probation officer, it is usually restricted to its home, except 
for attending school and going to work, and every effort is made to 
have an immediate follow-up by the officer in order that the case may 
be studied further without delay. It has been found that best results 
are obtained when prompt action is taken.

The deputy probation officer to whom a case is assigned is intro
duced to the child and its parents by the intake officer and is given 
the child's file containing the intake form, a list of recommendations 
by the intake officer, and a dictated supplementary report of other
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pertinent Information. This supplementary report Includes the Intake 
officer’s Impression of the child and Its parents. After this, the 
intake officer has no farther connection with the case.

Ac of April 1957 there were five deputy probation officers handl
ing boys’ cases and two officers handling girls’ cases. The assignment 
of cases is made on the basis of the current work lead of the officers, 
the number of cases each has coming up for court hearings, whether the 
parents of the child speak the Haglleh language, and, to some extent, 
the personalities of the people Involved. Two deputy probation officers 
for boys speak Spanish. ;

The procedure for handling recidivists differs. The child, in 
most cases, will be referred directly to the deputy probation officer 
who previously handled Its case, especially If it is on probation, be
cause of the officer’s familiarity with the case. A different officer 
may he assigned the case If it Is felt a change of officers may be 
helpful in working with the child, particularly if a conflict of per
sonalities exists.

A deputy probation officer in Ajo, Arizona, handles both the 
intake and the ease investigation for all cases which arise in that area.

D#11 nnuewt Bovn and Girls
The same general procedure is used for case investigations by the 

deputy probation officers for both boys and girls. It cannot be over- 
stressed, however, that there is no set pattern for dealing with cases. 
Each is handled on an individual basis and on the facts of the case.

^Interview with Myra Koplln, Pima County Deputy Probation OfficerApr. 5, 1957. '
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The deputy probation officer begin# the case investigation, after 

the referral of a case by the intake officer, tilth an interview with 

the child alone. The officer is alert to the child1s attitudes and 
its explanation of the offense and what prompted it. The officer# 
feel that the child's attitude# and behavior pattern are important, 

because these are things they can work to improve and change. It is 
often difficult to change the child's environment. The parents are 

then interviewed without the child's presence. The offense and its 
implications are explained, as are the child's attitudes, the procedure 
for handling cases, and what the probation department and the juvenile 
court will attempt to do. The parents are,often defensive at first, 
and, if their child is being detained, their first wish is to have 

the child released. The parents and the child are Interviewed together 
for a further discussion of the case. The child's associates and the 

reasons for committing the offense are discussed. During these inter
views, the deputy probation officer is able to study further the rela
tionship between the child and its parents. An effort is made to gain 
the confidence of the child and the parents in order to reach the heart 

of the situation.

The peace officer who apprehended the child is interviewed con

cerning the offense and the attitude of the child at the time of the 

arrest, if the deputy probation officer feels an Interview with him 

would be beneficial in making a disposition of the case. The family's 
minister is often interviewed if the family has a religious background.

After the deputy probation officer has conducted these interviews, 
it it possible for the officer to dismiss the case. This is seldom



done, however. During the year 195^-56, ealy one per cent of the de

linquent cases, excluding traffic offenders, were dismissed.
The officer may also adjust a case if it is found, after, the in

vestigation, that the offense is of a minor nature, the attitudes of 
the child and its parents are good, and no further action on the case 
is necessary. A recent ease that was adjusted involved a delinquent 
hoy who was living in Tucson with his aunt and uncle. After the in
vestigation hy the deputy probation officer and correspondence with 
the toy's parents in Vermont, it was determined that the toy needed a 
change of environment and that he should return to Vermont to live 
with his parents. Sixty-nine percent of the delinquent cases, ex
cluding traffic offenders, were adjusted during the year 1955-56.

Unofficial probation is used for many cases of a minor nature, 

such as being truant, a runaway, or stealing, and where it is felt the 

child is a potential recidivist. Through the use of this type of pro

bation, it ie possible to keep the child under surveillance and have 
contact with it from time to time. It provides a means whereby a 

child's future,behavior pattern may be curtailed before it becomes a 

chronic delinquent. There ie no legal heels for unofficial probation.

It is a friendly agreement with the parents in those cases where it is 

felt adjustments can be made with little help from the probation depart

ment. This procedure eaves the department time because it does net re
quire that a petition be filed on the child, that a family history be 
made, or a court hearing be held before the juvenile court judge. Un

official probation is usually for a period of six months. It is felt 
that if a longer period of probation is desirable, this should come af
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ter the child M e  "been given a court hearing, in which case the proba

tion would be termed official probation. In either event, a child's 
probationary period ends when it becomes eighteen years of age.

During the period of unofficial probation, the child reports 

periodically, usually weekly or bi-weekly, to the deputy probation 
officer handling its case. If, during this time, the child appears to 

be making progress in solving its problems and changing its antisocial 
behavior, it may not be required to report as often or even at all.
When a child is placed on unofficial probation, the deputy probation 
officer usually recommends certain action to the child and its parents. 

It may be recommended that the child have some guidance and counseling 

at school; join the Young Men's Christian Association or the Toung Wo
men's Christian Association; the Boy Scouts or Girl Scouts or a church 
group; that the child be taken to the Child Guidance Clinic; that the 

family seek help from the Ikmlly Service Agency; or that the child be 

given medical or phychlatrlc examinations and/or treatment. These are 
a few of the recommendations which may be made that utilise the reli

gious, recreational, and social service agencies of the community, both 

public and private.
The deputy probation officers keep progress reports on those chil

dren who are on unofficial, as well as official, probation. These re

ports consist of a written record of each contact with the child and 
reports from the school, parents, employer, law enforcement agencies, 

or other agencies having contact with the child on probation.
An attempt is made through unofficial probation to attack the 

child's problems before its behavior becomes more anti-social. If a
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plan can Tae nerked. out for and with the child and If It responds fa

vorably, there is a good chance the child will not become a recidivist.

A total of 15.? per cent of all daliaquamt cases, exelullag traffic 
offenders, were placed on unofficial probation for the year 1955-56.

Official hearings by the juvenile court judge are reserved for 
those eases which Involve serious offenses and recidivists and where 

It Is hoped the child will he Impressed by the hearing and will he 

"jarred" into realising the seriousness of its actions. It is necess
ary, in all cases of a delinquent nature, for the deputy probation 
officer to file a petition giving the Juvenile court jurisdiction over 

the child, prior to the court hearing. % e  court cannot Issue orders 
on a case without having jurisdiction over the child. lot a U  children 

on whom petitions are filed go before the Judge for a hearing. Some 
petitions are dismissed by the juvenile court judge, following the in

vestigation of a case by the deputy probation officer, when a child has 

been in detention end later placed on unofficial probation.
A family history is compiled if the deputy probation officer de

termines that the child should have a court hearing. This history in

cludes the vital statistics of a child and Its parents, the occupations 
of the parents and child, If any, the mental and physical health of the 
parents and child, the attitude of the parents toward the child, the 

language spoken at home, and other pertinent Information about the fam

ily, siblings, home conditions, and environment. *he officer receives 
much of this information by making a home visit which may be unscheduled. 
The child's school is contacted for the scores on intelligence and spe
cial tests, if any, the school record of the child, and information on
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any discipline problems they may have had with the ehild.^

In some inetaacee, the deputy probation officer may desire to 

have more information on the physical and mental condition of the 
child prior to the court hearing. The parents of the child may be 
willing to provide for the examinations at their expense and have 
the results sent to the deputy probation officer. If the parents do 

not wish or cannot afford to provide the examinations, the officer may 

ask the juvenile court judge for a court order, after a petition has 
been filed, requiring the examinations. All children are given a med

ical examination if there is a possibility that they will be committed 

to an institution by the juvenile court judge. The Pima County Health 

Department usually gives the medical examinations for the probation 
department. Psychiatric examinations are given by the Child Guidance 

Clinic, the University of Arlsena psychology department, or a private 

doctor, depending upon the willingness of the parents to pay for the 
testing and upon the work load of the Child Guidance Clinic. The de
cision as to the types of tests to be administered is left to the dis
cretion of the doctor, after his review of the Acts of the case and the 
family history.

The supervisors of the detention home often give oral information 
on the actions and attitudes of a child to the deputy probation officer 

working on the child's case, for use in working with the child and pre
senting findings to the juvenile court.

mInterview with Paul J. Charters, Pima County Deputy Probation
Officer, Apr. 11, 1957.
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In addition to the above eonrcee, information may also he ob

tained from the child's relatives, neighbors, and friends, from the 
Tucson Social Service Irchange, the Pima County Public Welfare Depart
ment, and other social service agencies that may have information on 
the child and/or its family.

There is no time limit set for the deputy probation officer's 

preparation of a case for a hearing before the juvenile court judge. 

However, an effort is made to keep the ease from pending too long a 

time. On the other hand, the officers take sufficient time with a 

case in order that they may gather most of the facts of the ease and 
knew the problems involved, what the heme situation is, and what the 

parents' attitudes are with respect to religious activities, clothes, 
discipline, and the child's use of a car. She average length ef time 

taken by a deputy probation officer to prepare a case for a hearing le
Q

approximately one week.

Juvenile court hearings are held on Mondays, and the files on 
children whose cases are to be heard are taken to the juvenile court 
judge on M d a y  afternoons for his study. These files contain the in

take form, the petition, the police report, the child's previous record 
and progress report, if any, and the pre-hearing report.

The pre-hearing report is prepared by the deputy probation offi

cer handling the case and contains primarily the information that has 
been obtained during the investigation of the case. The content of the 

report varies with the individual deputy probation Officers; however,

O ’
Interview with Helen Wellard, Dima County Deputy Probation 

Officer, Apr. 12, 1957.
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moat Include a statement of the offense, #e child*# statement and
explanation of the offense, a family history, a history of the child,
a school report, previous court or institutional record, a summary of
any medical or psychiatric examinations that may have "been given the
child, a summary of the case, and the deputy prohatien effloer*e rec-
ommendations to the court as to the disposition of the case.7 In
June 1957 the procedure will he changed in that the recommendations
to the court will he made by both the chief juvenile probation officer
and the deputy probation officer handling the case, after they have re-

10viewed the case.
The deputy probation officer may recommend that the ease be dis

missed or continued, or that the child be committed to an institution, 
remanded to adult court, or placed on official probation. This proha- 
tion is usually for one year and with certain conditions regarding the 
hours the child is to keep and possibly the associates it is to avoid. 
Positive recommendations may also be made* for example, joining a 
church organisation, the Boy Scouts or Girl Scouts, the Yeung Men's 
Christian Association or the Young Women's Christian Association, or 
working with a school counselor. There le a tendency, however, for 
some children to look upon these groups and their activities as being 
"square" or "sissy."

If the child is a recidivist, a deputy probation officer Inves
tigates the offense, surveys the home and family situation, and makes

o'Interview with Lyman C. Poster, Apr. 4, 1957.
^Interview with Lyman C. Pester, May 8, 1957.



additions to the child*# previous file. If the child is charged with 
the same offense, a new method of approach may he used. The case is 
usually taken to the juvenile court for a hearing if the child is on 
unofficial probation at the time of the second or subsequent offense.*1 

*he procedure described above is similar throughout all of Ari
zona, under the flexibility of the Juvenile Code. Hot all counties,

12however, use unofficial probation.

Dependent and lemleet Cases
There is no set procedure for handling dependent and neglect 

cases. Referrals to the juvenile probation department are made by 
many sources, the most common of which are the law enforcement agen
cies, the schools, neighbors and relatives of the case in question, 
divorced couples, transients, and through out-of-town inquiries.

Referrals by the law enforcement agencies are often made when 
the parents of a child are arrested, when a child is found late at 
night walking the streets or visiting bars in search of its parents, 
when a peace officer takes a child home for some reason and finds the 
home situation is such that it appears to him the child may be neglected 
or dependent, or when a child1e mother is confined in jail.

The guidance departments of the schools refer most of the children 
to the juvenile probation department for the schools. The majority of 
these cases are referred because of emotional rather than physical con
ditions. These are cases where the guidance departments of the schools

^Interview with Helen bollard, Apr. 12, 1957•
12Interview with Lyman C. Tester, Apr. 4, 1957.
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feel that the home situations or the p&reat-ehlld relationships are 
such that they are the causes of the children's problems, as reflected 
In their school work and attitudes.

neighbors, relatives, and friends of families often call the 
probation department to report a home situation which they feel re
quires some investigation and/or action. This type of referral is 
exemplified by a telephone call the probation department received one 
afternoon. A local resident stated that one of her neighbors was ne
glecting her children to the extent that they were literally starring 
to death and were being raised in a home that was filthy.

It is not uncommon for a divorced person to call the probation 
department and ask that the former husband or wife, depending on who 
has custody of the children, be Investigated because he or she is 
drinking heavily and is mistreating the children, the complainant le 
being denied visiting rights, or because of a similar charge. These 
charges are usually investigated. However, it le often found that they 
are made for spite or because of childishness.

Transient cases often come to the attention of the probation de
partment if children are Involved. A recent ease of this type was re
ferred to the probation department when a large family, traveling from 
Texas to Phoenix, had a young child die in Pima County for lack of med
ical care. The family was detained for an Investigation of the ease. 
Another type of case involving transients might be that of a family 
found parked along a read with a broken-down car or without food.

Another duty of the deputy probation of floors working with de
pendent and neglect cases Is the Investigation of out-of-town inquiries.
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Often relatives ©r fflende in Pima County are willing to take a de
linquent, dependent, er neglected child fer a family living In another 
town or state. The out-of-town authorities request a deputy probation 
officer to investigate the local family to determine If its home sit
uation is desirable.

local social service agencies also make referrals of children 
and famllle# with whom they have been working, when they do net have 
the necessary services or authority needed.

Most of the dependent and neglect cases are referred to the ju
venile probation department by telephone and, because of the nature of 
these cases and the procedure for handling them, they are referred 
directly to one of the two deputy probation officers handling depend
ent and neglect.cases, instead of to the intake officer as are the 
delinquent cases. This procedure is used because, after a referral or 
complaint ham been made and before action is taken on the ease, it is 
necessary for the deputy probation officer to conduct a preliminary in
vestigation and verify the complaint to see if the case warrants the 
attention of the probation department. A difference, then, between 
the procedure for handling delinquent eases and that used for depend
ent and neglect cases is that in most of the latter type the case work 
and investigation are done before action is taken with respect to the 
children. This preliminary investigation is usually conducted in the 
child's home by the deputy probation officer. The majority of the fam
ilies, during this investigation, seem to feel the officer is meddling 
in affairs that do not concern her. She is usually an unwelcome guest.

Following this preliminary investigation, some cases are dismissed



■because of insufficient evidence of dependency or neglect. The re
minder of the eases require further action. Because of the case dif
ferences, the procedure followed varies with the type of ease. %leee 
an emergency exists, the child Is usually left in Its home until the 
case has Been studied and Investigated further. The probation depart
ment feels that speed Is not necessary In most eases Because the pre
vailing conditions have probably existed for some time, and another 
day or even a week will not further jeopardize the cMldle welB-Being.

The intake form is partially completed By the deputy probation 
officer after the preliminary investigation, and, if the case is not 
dismissed, the remainder of the form is completed when the parents and 
child come to the probation department for Interviews and discussions 
on the case. Boring the interviews with the family, the deputy proba
tion officer continues to gather information to complete the family 
history and to prepare the pre-hearing report, if she feels it will be 
necessary to schedule a court hearing. An effort it made, during these 
discussions, to determine the basic problems in the case and if arrange
ments can be made to solve them. The parents are often cooperative and 
are made aware of the fact that the family conditions must be changed. 
Parents who have been reported for occasionally leaving their children 
at home alone in the evenings while going out to drink, coming home 
drunk, or mistreating their children, may, after an interview and dis
cussion of the ease with the deputy probation officer, express willing
ness to change their personal habits. These cases may be adjusted. A 
recent adjusted case concerned a large family. The parents did not get 
along well together, and the tensions at home were reflected in the chil
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dren's behavior at school. It was found, after Interview!mg the far*
eats, that the mother feared another pregnancy. the deputy probation
officer referred them to the Planned Ibrenthood Clinic.

the services of the fueeen Social Service Exchange are often used
13in cases which require more study. this Exchange Is an independent 

agency, operating under its own Board of Directors, and is affiliated 
with the Tucson Community Chest, the Social Service Exchange is a con
fidential clearing service for the exchange of information between pub
lic and private health and welfare agencies. The Exchange naintains a 
central card file on Individuals and families known to the member agen
cies. then a family seeks aid from the Juvenile probation department, 
the department clears with the Exchange to see if that family has been 
given or is being given aid by another agency. The agmacies involved
may then consult one another to learn the nature of the family's preb-

14lens and the services rendered and needed. In addition to the Social 
Service Exchange, the Pima County Public Welfare Department, the Depart
ment of Guidance and Counseling of the Tucson Public Schools, medical 
doctors, civic organisations, and other social service agencies are 
called upon to volunteer their services In attempting to work out the 
problems in a case. This is another example of the cooperation between
public and private officials and departments, as requested in the 

15Juvenile Code. . , ■

^Interview with Christine deCook, Pima County Deputy Probation 
Officer, Apr. 12, 1957.

^Tuceon Social Service Exchange, Handbook and Directory (1956), 
PP* 2-4. _ .

' = : 1X ■ ■ ■ ■ ' ■  ' ■ • •: ■ • ■ ‘ ■■■■■-•■ "  • '^1956 Arizona Revised Statutes. Title 8, sec. 239.



If the parents are eoeperatlre aad willing to follow the snggew- 
tlone and requests of the deputy prohat Ion officer, the officer may 
never file a petition on a child and the case may never go before the 
juvenile court judge for a hearing. Unofficial probation may be used 
by the probation officer as a means to permit her to continue contact 
with the parents regarding the progress they are making in working out 
their problems. .

The procedure differs slightly for handling cases in which the 
parents are uncooperative. A detaining order, signed by the judge of 
the juvenile,court, is ordinarily used to take a child into custody 
if it is. felt that the child should be removed from the home environ
ment. Also, a petition is often filed on a child, giving the court 
jurisdiction over it, when the officer feels such is necessary for the 
welfare of the child. In most of these cases, the parents are ordered 
to appear before the judge for a hearing.

During the year 1955-56, 33.6 par cent of all dependent and ne
glect cases were heard by the juvenile court judge. This included not 
only those cases in which the parents were uncooperative, but also cases 
involving cooperative parents in which the child was placed in a foster 
home or in the custody of the Pima County Public Welfare Department.

It is obvious that dependent and neglect eases are complex and 
that the procedure used will depend on the individual case. The work 
of the deputy probation officer is primarily with the parents rather 
than the child. Mentally retarded or disturbed parents are a large 
cause of neglect and dependent cases, as is liquor. The case mentioned 
previously in this section, which concerned a mother who was neglecting
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her children to the extent that they were eeteally etarrlng to death, 
ie an example of a mentally dieturbed parent. When the deputy proba
tion officer made her preliminary inreeti gat ion of the case, she found 
two starving children, one of which was a young baby weighing less at 
five weeks of age than it did at birth, and a mother who said she al
ways forgot to feed her children and change their diapers. Action 
was taken by the officer prior to the investigation and interviews be
cause of the critical situation. This is an exception to the general 
procedure of taking action after an investigation has been made and 
Interviews have been held with the parents.

During April 1957 there were 230 dependent and neglect eases on
file at the probation department in Pima County. Approximately thirty
to forty cases were active, requiring the immediate attention of the
deputy probation of flews handling dependent end neglect eases. The
remainder of the cases were considered open and might require further

16attention by the deputy probation officers at any time.

Traffic Offend A m

There were 1,428 children charged with traffic violations In 
Pima County during the year 1955-56. This was 51.3 per cent of all 
children referred to the probation department, and included the forty- 
five traffic violators in the Ajo area who were handled by the deputy 
probation officer there. Some reasons for the large increase in traf
fic violations during the previous years are that the car is becoming

^Interview with Christine deCook, Apr. 12, 195?.
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am accepted Item la community life rather than a luxary; many flutillee 
hare two care, one of which may he for the children; and that children 
are more accident-prone, "speed crazy,* and less alert to the consequen
ces of traffic violations, the traffic problem cannot he considered a 
separate problem from other types of delinquencies, the cross-over 
from traffic to car theft, assault, morals, robbery, drinking, and other 
problems is simple and occurs frequently. In 1955-56, thirty-nine per 
cent of the cases Involving recidivists were charged with both a traf
fic offense and another delinquency at the same time, the ear often

17becomes a tool for other anti-social behaviors.
Children are Issued the same traffic citations for violations as 

adults, and the same procedure is used in Issuing them, the law en
forcement agencies, however, take their copies of the citations to the 
juvenile probation department each day. the largest number of cita
tions are referred by the thcson Police Department and the Pima County 
Sheriff‘e Office. Relatively few are referred ty the State Highway 
Patrol and the South tueson Police Department. After disposition of a 
case has been made, the supervisor of driver education notes en the ci
tation the disposition made euad returns it to the referring agency.

Children, when issued a traffic citation, are Instructed to appear 
with their citation at the probation• department and report to a super

visor of driver education, between the hours of 3:00 P.H. and 5!00 P.M. 

weekdays or 9*00 A.M. and 12 M. on Saturdays.
A child surrenders its copy of the citation when it reports to

^ Growing Dp, Annual Report of the Juvenile Court and Probation 
Department of Pima County, Arizona 1955*56 (195?), pp. 22-23.
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the probation department, and the citation 'becomes part ef Its file.

If the child has no file In the probation department, the supervisor 
of driver education fills out an intake form. If the child already 

has a file, the appropriate entries are made in it.
After the intake form is completed, the supervisor listens to 

the child's version of the incident, discusses it with the child, and 
disposes of the case in one of many ways.

The supervisor of driver education may dismiss a case when it ap
pears to him that the peace officer was wrong in issuing the citation. 
This, however, seldom happens. A recent case which was dismissed in
volved a girl who was stopped by a peace officer because of some re
marks made to him by a passenger in her car. When asked for her dri

ver's license she replied that her father had told her to keep it in a 
special pocket on the front seat of the car and that she could not find 

it there. The peace officer, finding nothing wrong with her driving or 

her car, cited her for driving without a license in her possession. 
After completion of the citation she found the license folded in a map, 
and the peace officer noted this on the citation. The case was dis
missed. • \ •

Citations issued to first offenders for speeding, running a 
stop light, having faulty equipment, or for similar violations, may 
be adjusted after the child M e  been given a lecture or is able to 
produce a receipt for repairs to its ear. Because of the heavy work 
load, the supervisor of driver education often accepts the word of the 

child that a tail light has been fixed, loud pipes have been removed, 
a license plate has been put back on the vehicle, or that other minor
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adjustments have been made, rather than conduct an Inspection of the 
car. The child is told, however, that if it is given another citation 
for the same violation in the near future, it could only mean that it 
had act "been truthful, and therefore mere drastic action would he taken.

Unofficial probation is customarily given to these who are charged 
with a second offense. This type of probation may extend up to a period 

of six months and may be given without the filing of a petition. It 
serves as a warning against farther violations ami, if another citation 
is given within the period of its unofficial probation, the child le 
usually placed on official probation. The child is not required to 

report periodically to the supervisor during the period of unofficial 
probation.

Official probation is used when a child's license is suspended 

or restricted, when a child is sent to traffic school, or when it is 

required to make a traffic survey. A petition must be filed on a child 
before it can be placed on official probation.

A child charged with a traffic offense appears before the juven
ile court judge for a hearing only when it is a repeated violator. An 

example of this could be a child who is cited for drinking while driving 
during the time lie license ie suspended. Thirteen cases were heard by 
the juvenile court judge and remanded to adult court during the year 

1955-56. Children remanded to adult court for traffic violations may 
be fined or sent to jail. In all other cases where petitions are 
filed, the judge merely signs a court order suspending or restricting 

the driver's license and/or directing the child to attend traffic school 
or conduct a traffic survey.



A child's license may he suspended or restricted up to fifteen 
days while It Is on unofficial probation. However, if the suspension 
or restriction is over that period of time, it must he done by court 
order and official probation. A license that has been suspended Is 

taken from the child and kept at the juvenile probation department for 
a definite period of time, the child is not allowed to do any driving. 
Heetrlction of a license is also for a definite period of time; h o w  

ever, the child may drive within the restrictions set forth. These 
ordinarily include driving to and from school and work, if transpor

tation is necessary. The child is not allowed to have any passengers 
or to drive for pleasure. This produces an effect on the child whereby, 
if it should drive for pleasure or have passengers, it will drive more 

carefully to prevent being cited again by a peace officer. In this 

way it is hoped that the child will form a new behavior pattern with 

respect to its driving, especially when the probation period extends 

to six months or one year. Suspension of a driver's license is usually 
fifteen days for the first offense and is increased progressively up 
to six months with each additional offense.

Traffic school is conducted at the probation department by the 
two part-time supervisors of driver education. A child is required to 

attend this school after its first effemes if it has not previously 
had a course in driver education in the high school. If the supervisor 
deems it advisable, a child may be required to attend the school for 

subsequent offenses. This school is held for five sessions of two 

hours each on Tuesday and Thursday evenings. As an incentive for at
tending the school regularly and doing the required reading, the 11-
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cenee of the child Is either restricted or suspended until It passes 
the two final examinations. Should it flail one ef the examinations, 
an additional week*s suspension or restriction is added. % e  license 
is returned to the; child upon the successful completion of the course. 

Because the child’s license is restricted er suspended, one of its 
parents is encouraged to "bring the child to the traffic school and 

take the course with it. The traffic school has guest speaker# from 
the State Motor Vehicle Department and the State Highway Patrol. Bo

eotian machines are used during the course, and ten films on various 

phases of driving are shewn.
Another device used for these children recidivists is the traf

fic survey. The child is usually required to spend two hours at a 
"busy intersection or school sene, depending on the type of its viola

tion, and then write a 2,5®® word composition, giving an account of 

what it observed during the survey. The compositions usually Include 

a listing of the number of various types of traffic violations that
were made and a general observation of the results of the survey and

18of how other people drive. % e  child who conducted a survey made 
the following observations £" slc_J .

I see that drivers do net care much about thier lives if 
you take it according to thier driving. Most drivers make 
thier mistakes enly because they think they can get away with 
them. When a bad driver makes a mistake he thinks it could 
not be hie fault it must have been the other drivers. So he __ 
honkee hie horn yells and cusses actually he is cussing himself. °

^Interview with Boy 0. Meyer, Supervisor of Driver Iducatlem, 
Pima County Juvenile Probation Department, Apr. 9, 1957•

A traffic survey report made by a child traffic violator for 
the Pima County Juvenile Probation Department, 1957.
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It Is hoped that a child asking a surrey will become more aware of 
the hazards of driving and more alert to the actions of other drivers 

on the road.
Cases of chronic recidivists are often referred to the State 

Motor Vehicle Department for a hearing. A petition must be filed on 
a child before this can be done. It is quite common for the child's 
driver's license to be suspended for thirty or ninety days after the 

hearing. In order for the child to regain its license, It must show 
proof of financial responsibility, ordinarily in the form of insur

ance. This Insurance Is often difficult for a child to obtain. Per
sons under eighteen years of age are considered poor risks, and in-

- ... ^ - 20 ' ' - ' ■- - ' : - '
suranee premiums are very high.

Seventeen-year-old violators are more numerous than violators 

of other ages who come to the attention of the juvenile probation de- 

partment. Cases involving children under sixteen years of age who are 
driving without a license, and allegedly there are quite a few, are 
adjusted after a lecture by a supervisor of driver education. Girl 
violators accounted for five per cent of all traffic violations by 
children in 1955-56. The recidivist rate for those children on un
official and official probation is seven per cent. Mo fines are levied
against a child for any violations committed during the time it is un-

■ , ■ ' • v ' 21 -
der the jurisdiction of the juvenile court.

^Interview with Boy C. Meyer, Apr. 9, 1957.
21 "Growing Do, pp. 18 and 24.
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JtTVIRILB COORT HEAEIHGS

The Juvenile court Judges in Arisons are the superior court 

Judges of each county. In counties having more than one superior 

court Judge, the Judges meet and designate one of their number to 
serve as juvenile court judge for a period of at least one year.* In 
hie absence from the county or in the event of hie inability to serve,
J ... ' ■ : ■ ' . ■ • / ■ .
the juvenile court judge may ask another superior court judge or a 
referee to serve in his place, as provided in the Juvenile Code. The 
court commissioner may also make orders necessary for the temporary 
care, custody, and control of children.

Juvenile court cases in Pina County are heard each Monday, be

ginning at 10$00 A.M., in the court room at the juvenile probation 
department. A total of I3.8 per cent of all referrals to the proba
tion department for the year 1955-56 had court hearings. It is the 
policy of the juvenile court judge, J. Mercer Johnson, to meet with 
the deputy probation officers prior to the court hearings and discuss 
with them the cases to be heard on that day. During this time, the 

judge may ask them to clarify certain points in the pre-hearing reports

*1956 Arlsona Devised Statutes, Title 8, sec. 202.

2Ibid., sec. 230.
sec. 203.



he studied ever the week end and aek them If there were any farther 

developments oa the case after the reports were submitted to him the 
previous Ikiday, If the judge is of the opinion that the case inves

tigation is incomplete, he may at this time postpone the hearing.*

the hearings are conducted infernally and without a jury, as 

provided hy law.^ the judge, dressed in a business suit, sits at a 

desk which is slightly elevated, fe M s  left, at another desk, is the 
court clerk who makes a note of the disposition of each case. There 
is no court reporter to take a record of the proceedings, the chief 

juvenile probation officer is seated to the right of the judge. The 

cMld whose ease is being heard, its parents or guardian, and ether 

interested persons are seated facing the judge.
In most cases a child and its parents or guardian appear for the 

hearing without having been served with a subpoena. The court, how

ever, has the power to compel the production of a child and the atten
dance of its parents or guardian and may order a subpoena to be served 
when it is felt the parties may be reluctant to appear fer the hearing. 
The clerk of the court issues the subpoenas, and they may be served by 
any peace officer. If it is impossible to serve the subpoena personally, 

the judge may order it served by registered mail or by publication. The 
child and its parents or guardian may be cited for contempt of court if 

they fall to appear after being served with a subpoena.**

^Interview with Lyman C. foster. Plan County Chief Juvenile 
Probation Officer, May 7, 1957.

^19# Arisen* Revtaed Statutes, Title 8, see. 229.
6Ibld., see. 224.
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The cases which are described in this chapter are representative 

of the procedure followed for neglect, dependent, and delinquent ease 

hearings Involving "both "boys and girls.
While the chief juvenile probation officer showed the principals 

of Cage "A" ftoa the juvenile probation department waiting room to 

their chairs, the judge glanced ever the pre-hearing report, v M o h  he 
kept before him throughout the hearing. The deputy probation officer 

to whom the case was assigned Introduced the principals of the case to 
the Judge and, at the request of the judge, described the case as one 

of neglect. The father of the two young boys was characterised as un
interested in the family and one who "comes and goes." The mother was 
in jail, and friends of the family had taken the children into their 
home but needed some financial assistance. The Judge spoke with the 

deputy probation officer and questioned the people who had taken the 

beys regarding their willingness to provide care for the children. He 

also inquired as to the whereabouts of the boys1 father and M s  ability 
to give financial support. " The mother^ brought to the hearing from 
jail, had little to say. A representative of the Pima County Public 

Welfare Department is present for all dependent and neglect case hear
ings in. order to accept for the department the custody of a child or 
children if the Judge so orders. The judge discussed with her the pos

sibilities of the welfare department1 e contributing money for the boys’ 
support and, since she thought some arrangements could be made for fi

nancial assistance, he gave legal custody of the boys to the welfare 

department for placement in the home ef the family earing for them at 
the time. The mother was told the boys would probably be taken away



from her permanently if her 'behavior did not Improve. The hearing for 

this ease lasted approximately ten minutes, the average time for meat 

of the hearings described herein.
The deputy probation officer assigned to Case "B" introduced a 

boy and his mother to the judge. At the judge1 s suggestion, the dep
uty probation officer related the facts of the case. The judge asked 
the boy to tell his story of how he had stolen a car for a few hours 
and had also ridden in another stolen car. His mother interjected 
that she thought the boy had been associating with the wrong friends 

and that there was a need for closer supervision of him. She also 
felt her son needed a man to confide in and share eomgaaionehip with 

as his father was not living. The judge pointed but to the deputy 
probation officer that some members of one of the local Optimist Clubs 
are willing to work with delinquent boys and instructed him to contact 

one of them to work with this boy. He was placed on one year’s proba

tion, with the conditions that he not associate with certain other 
children, be home by 7:30 P.M. on week nights and 9*30 P.M. on week 
ends, that he follow the suggestions of the man from the Optimist'Club, 
and that he show the deputy probation officer M e  school report cards.

Case "0" was described by a deputy probation officer as a girl 
who was dismissed from school for the remainder of the term because of 

her uncontrollable temper and a series of minor incidents. The judge 
lectured her, saying people have to do many things that they do not 

like. The girl told him she did not think her mother believed in her 
or had such faith in her, and that her mother did not keep her little 
brother out of her personal belongings. She was placed on one year's 

probation, with the restriction that she find a Job and work until
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school started In the fell. The judge asked the mother if she wanted 

her daughter to keep hours, and the mother expressed a desire for this 
restriction. The deputy probation officer was told she could set the 

hours, and they were to include permission for the girl to stay out 
until midnight one night a week.

The hoy in Case *D* was charged with burglary and riding in a 
stolen car. It was his first offense. After the deputy probation 
officer had given an account of the case, the boy told his side of the 
story and the father was asked what he thought about the problem. The 
father felt his son "played around" and wasted too much time at home.

It was brought out in the hearing that the boy had proudly shown to 
his schoolmates a newspaper article on the burglary he had committed. 

The father suggested that his boy be placed on some type of probation 

and be required to make periodic checks with the juvenile probation 

department. The judge complied with this request and placed the boy 

on one year’s probation, with the restrictions that he report to the 
deputy probation officer once a week, bring periodic reports to the 

department on his attendance and grades at school, and that he not 
associate with certain boys. The judge also recommended that he par
ticipate in a program at the Young Men's Christian Association.

Case "E" was described by the deputy probation officer as a boy 
who was recently released from the Arizona State Industrial School 
after having been there for six months. He had previously lived with 
his uncle for seven or eight years. The boy was charged with stealing 

a car. The Pima County Sheriff’s Office reported the boy was involved 

in approximately ten auto thefts, but he denied being involved in that
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aany. Be was told \j the Judge that, because all the ffeellltlee ef 
the Juvenile court bad been exhausted and the Industrial school had 

not seemed to help him in any way, he was being remanded to adult 

court.
Case *f*, the deputy probation officer stated, had stolen nine 

ears. The Judge questioned the boy's story that all the cars had keys 
in than or that the ignition w e  turned to "park." The boy confessed 

to "hot wiring* some of the cars to start them. His parents came forth 
with a plan of their own to send the boy to Hayden, Arizona, where he 

would live with hie aunt and uncle and get a Job there for the summer. 

This was the boy's first offense, and he w s  placed on one year's pro

bation with permission to go to Hayden, providing he did not return to 
Tucson during the summer, that he return to school in September either 

in Tucson or in Hayden, and that the uncle write a monthly letter to 

the Juvenile probation department regarding the boy's progress. The 
Juvenile probation officer in Florence, Arizona, would be asked by the 
Judge to make periodic checks on the bey.

The atmosphere in the hearings w s  permissive in character, and 
there w s  a free exchange of questions and answers between the princi
pals of the cases, the Judge, and the deputy probation officers. There 

were no banging gavels or statements typical of a courtroom such as 
"Tour Honor,* "objection,* "Will the witness," or "the accused." Ser
ious Informality prevailed. The judge w s  sympathetic and understand

ing, and yet he w s  firm, positive, and direct in his approach to the 
cases. ' - - - ■

^Pima County Juvenile Court Hearings, Judge J. Mercer Johnson 
presiding, Apr. 15, 1957.
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lawyers were not present at any of the hearings attended. How

ever, the juvenile court does not object to the presence of a lawyer 

if the parents wish to have one. Because of the nature of the hear

ings, a lawyer can do little to help a child, lawyers are, however, 
allowed to express their opinions in the matter, and they lead moral 
support to many of the parents.

It is not uncommon for teachers, ministers, peace officers, or 

representatives of social service agencies and of the Department of 

Guidance and Counseling of the Tucson Public Schools to be asked to 
appear at a hearing, or to come voluntarily, and give information on 
a ease and suggest possible plans of action the juvenile court may 
take. Ministers are especially helpful In offering a suggested plan of 
action.

As previously stated, it is possible for the juvenile court judge 
to appoint a referee to hear delinquent, dependent, and neglect cases. 

The refereee that have been appointed and have heard cases in Pima 
County were usually lawyers. These referees are given the earn# infor
mation concerning a child as that given te the juvenile court judge, 
and they conduct the hearings in the same manner. After the hearing, 
the referee gives, in writing, his conclusions and recommendations to 
the juvenile court judge. These conclusions and recommendations be
come the judgment of the court unless the parents or the guardian of 
the child request, within two days after the hearing before the referee, 

a juvenile court hearing on the referee1* report. Because parents have 
the right to appeal the recommendations of the referee and have a re
hearing before the juvenile court judge, the referee is usually assigned



only those ease# which are miner In nature and where the child will
7not he committed to an institution.

The juvenile court judge. In deciding the disposition of a ease, 

is primarily interested in determining the underlying causes of a 

child1 s delinquency, dependency, or neglect, and in helping the child 
overcome its problems, for this reason, the information contained la 

the pre-hearing report prepared by the deputy probation officer is of 
great importance. It is from this report that the judge le able to 

gain some insight into a child’s problems and guided by the recommen
dations of the deputy probation officer handling the ease, base M e  de
cisions on the case. The seriousness and type of offense committed by 

the delinquent cMld is usually of secondary importance. The theory 
on which the juvenile court operates is one of correction and rehabil
itative treatment rather than one of punishment.
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CHAPTER IX

DISPOSITIONS OP CASES ASD SVADOAIION Of TBS JTJYMILE COURT

STSCM IN AHIZCEA

The great majority of cases that come to the attention of the 

juvenile probation department are disposed of by the deputy probation 

officers without a court hearing. It Is estimated that, at the end of 

the year 1956-57, between fifteen and twenty per cent of all referrals 
to the Pima County Juvenile Probation Department will have appeared be
fore the juvenile court judges for a hearing. There are five general 
types of dispositions a judge may make following the hearing of a case. 

He may dismiss or continue the case, place the child on official proba

tion, refuse to suspend criminal prosecution, thereby remanding the 

child to adult court, or he may commit the child to an institution, 
school, or agency.

Dismissal of a Case

The juvenile court judge, after hearing a case, may dismiss it 

without taking any action if he feels such is for the good of the child. 
This type of disposition is seldom used by the juvenile court judge in 

Pirns County. An example of a case which might be dismissed is one in 

which the child is charged with a relatively minor offense and is either 
going into the armed forces or is moving to another state with its f&m-
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Contlmaitlon ef m G&m#

Approximately lire per cent ef the came# heard by the Pima County 

Juvenile court Judge are continued: that la, the Judge dees not take 

Immediate action on them. He may request additional information from 
or farther study by the deputy probation officer handling the case, 

or he may continue a case for a definite or indefinite period of time, 

allowing the child or its parents to improve their behavior and thereby 

prove to the court that no action is needed. In a sense, then, the 
continuation of a case m y  be used as a type of probation. Should the 
child or Its parents not change or improve their behavior, the Judge 
may then take action against them.*

Official Probation

Probation is a fora of individualized treatment characterized by 

the suspension of a sentence for a definite period of time, during which 

a child retains its freedom in order that it may be rehabilitated, on 
the condition of good behavior, and subject to supervision.2 Supervision 
is usually handled by a deputy probation officer assigned to the case, 

who acts as supervisor and counselor for the child.
A child may be placed on official probation by the Juvenile 

court judge for a specified period of time, usually one year. This is 

in contrast to unofficial probation which may be given a child by the 

deputy probation officer handling its case. In most cases, the judge

- ^Interview with Even K. Jorgens, Jr., Pima County Deputy Proba
tion Officer, May 8, 1957. .

Begley K. Teeters and John Otto Beinemaan, The Challenge 
Delinquency (%glewood Oliffe, *.J., 1950), p. 388.
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places restrictions on the child, limiting Its travels, naming certain 

friends with whom it m j  net associate, and specifying the hours it 
must keep. The judge may also name someone with whom the child Is to 
work on a "hig brother* relationship. A child on official probation 
may or may not be required to report periodically to the deputy proba

tion officer handling its case. In either event, the deputy probation 
officer will make unscheduled calls to the child's home during the per

iod of its probation. The length of probation and the restrictions 

specified by the judge vary with each ease and the circumstances in- 
TOlT*.’ '■ ' - ' " ' :

Approximately eighty per cent of all cases heard by the Pima
County juvenile court judge are placed on official probation. During

the year 195^*56, 9.* per cent of the delinquent cases brought to the
attention of the juvenile probation department in Pima County, exclud- 

. ' ' : j* :: - - -
ing traffic offenders, were placed on official probation.

Refusal to Suspend Criminal Prosecution 

. Criminal prosecution in adult court is automatically suspended 
on any child coming under the jurisdiction of the juvenile court. The 

juvenile court judge, however, has the power to remand a child to adult 

court and may do so by signing a court order stating that the juvenile 
court refuses "to suspend prosecution of the criminal charge against 
said minor." A child so remanded is then considered an adult insofar 

as any court action on the charge is concerned, for the year 1955-56,

^Interview with Even K. Jorgene, Jr., May 8, 1957.
^Growing Dp, Annual Report of the Juvenile Court and Probation 

Department of Pima County, Arizona 195^*56 (195?), p. 13.



1.1 per cent of the delinquent caeee, excluding traffic offenders,
brought to the attention of the Pima County Juvenile Probation Bogart-

5ment were remanded to adult court. \

Commitment to an Institutionr Schoolr or Agency

The great majority of all dependent and neglect caeee and a few 
of the delinquent eases are committed to the "care and custody" of the 

Child Welfare Division of the Pima County Public Welfare Department, 
usually for the purpose of placement in a foster home. However, some 
cases of dependency, abandonment, or where parental rights have been 
severed by the Juvenile court are committed to the welfare department 

for placement in & family home for the purpose of adoption. Daring 

the year 195^"56, 113 children from fifty*-*!* families were committed 
to the Pima County Public Welfare Department for care and handling.

Dependent and neglect children are also committed to the "care 

and custody" of the Arizona Children's Home. This institution, loca
ted in Tucson, is a state-wide agency. It provides for the temporary 
care of children, pending the working out of other plans by parents 

or guardians; care for orphaned children, together with adoption ser

vices for them; and adoption services for unwed mothers. Children are 

often committed to the Arizona Children's Home for placement in foster 
homes or, as an alternative, for institutional care. There are four 

social workers on the staff who attempt to help families solve their 

problems so that children in the Arizona Children's Home may be returned

5SM1.
6m i . ,  p. z*.
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to a more normal life, the social workers also supervise the fester 

homes, watch the development of children In foster homes, and super

vise adoptions, examining each placement at least three times during 

the first year.
Catholic or Jewish children are often committed to the Catholic 

Social Service or Jewish Social Service In Tncecn. These organizations 

attempt to work with the children and their families to help solve 
their problems; place some children In fester homes, under their super-

7
vision; and place children in ffcmlly homes for the purpose of adoption.

The Juvenile courts In Arizona commit some pre-delinquent, de
pendent, and neglected children to two private Institutions In the state. 

One, Olrl's Ranch, Is sponsored hy the Seroptlmlete Clubs of Phoenix and 
Tucson and is located In Mesa. The other Institution, named Roy's Ranch, 

is in Chandler and is operated by a group of public-minded Arizona men*

The current capacity of (Hrl'o Ranch Is nine; however, plans call 
for an expansion. The goal of the ranch Is to provide experiences in 
family living, normal school activities, achieved by having the girls 
attend public schools in Mesa, and social experiences to help the girls 
develop into responsible citizens. The ranch cares for girls of any 

race or creed between the ages of twelve or el^iteen years; however, 
they must be free of severe, chronic, or Incurable physical, mental, 

or emotional disorders. Placement Is temporary and must be part of a 

total plan of treatment and care for the girl. The Superintendent of 

Girl's Ranch determines placement at the ranch on the basis of the

^Interview with Christine deOook, Pina County Deputy Probation
Officer, May 7, 195?.



girl's need for and. ability to adapt to groxqo living, leleaeo from
the ranch Is the responsibility of the superintendent. Two girls from

8Pima County were committed to the ranch in 1955-56.
: Boy's Banch has a current capacity of thlrty^flre. It is or#m- 

Ised on the cottage plan, with ten boys and a married couple living la 

a family situation. *he ranch accepts boys from eight years through 
high school age. They attend the public schools in Queen Greek and 
Chandler and are allowed to stay at the ranch until they have completed 
their high school educations. The ranch conducts an extensive recrea
tional program, having both indoor and. outdoor sports, hobbies, crafts, 
and a general wood and metal top. The hoys have unrestricted liberty 

at the ranch and may leave at any time they so desire; however, it is 

the policy of the ranch that, once a boy "walks out,n he cannot return. 

The ranch is financed by the county boards of supervisors of those 

counties which have committed boys to it, by voluntary contribution# 
from Individual a and service clubs, and by some money from the State 
Department of Public Welfare. During the year 1955-56, four boys were 
committed to the ranch by the Pina County Juvenile Court. As of May 

1957 there were approximately 150 boys from all parts of Arizona on the 

waiting list.9 . _ .
Most of the delinquent boys and girls committed to an institution 

by the Juvenile court Judge are committed to the "cere and custody* of 

the Board of Directors of State Institutions Tor Juveniles for placement

®Interview with Helen Wellard, Pima County Deputy Probation Offi
cer, May 6, 1957.

interview with Andre P. Closeet, Treasurer, Boy's Bauch Chandler 
Arte., May 9, 1957. . *
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In one of three Institutions under its control. Inch of the hoard's 

five members is appointed for a fire-year term by the governor with 

the consent of the state senate. They receive no compensation for 
their work. The board has complete control over the policies, budget, 
building plans, personnel, and salaries of the personnel for the Ari
zona State Industrial School, a public institution. The Good Shepherd 
School for Girls and the Florence Crittenden Borne are private institu

tions with which the board has contracted for the care of girls, and 
therefore its powers over these institutions are limited. The board 
conducts periodic inspections of the three institutions, requires a 

monthly report from each, and submits an annual report to the governor 
on the plans, work, and activities of each institution.

The Board of Directors of State Institutions for Juveniles must 

accept the custody of all children committed to it by the juvenile 

courts for placement in one of the Institution#, providing a record 
of a medical examination and the commitment papers accompany the child 
when it is taken to the institution. The Fima County Juvenile Court 
committed to the Board of Directors of State Institutions for Juveniles 

a total of 3.3 per cent of the delinquent cases, excluding traffic of
fenders, that came to the attention of the juvenile court during the 

year 1955-56. Release from the institutions is entirely in the hands 
of the beard; however, the release of a child is made upon the recom

mendation of the administrative heads of the various institutions. A 
release hy the hoard is absolute; there are no restrictions or condi
tions attached to it. The Superintendent of the Arizona State Indus

trial School, however, can release a boy for placement in its own or a 

foster home, in which case the release is not absolute. Boys so released



are placed, oa two years* parole and are sepenrlsed "by three parole 

officers located in Phoenix and Tucson. M  the end of the parole per
iod, they are given an absolute release by the board. In any ease,
however, all children are given absolute releases when they become

10
eighteen years of age.

3he Florence Crittenden Some in Phoenix is a private institution 
for the care of unwed mothers and of married women having babies fa

thered by men who are not their husbands. The home offers service to 
anyone; there is no Arizona residence requirement. Of the 16? women 

cared for during the. year 1955-56, thirty-four were girls between the 

ages of eleven and seventeen who had been committed to the home by the 
Arizona juvenile courts. _ Four of these girls were committed by the 

Pima County Juvenile Court.. The capacity.of the home is forty.

Women usually go to the home during the fifth month of their ■ 

pregnancies and stay three weeks after they have given birth. Some of 

the court—committed girls go to the home during their second or third 
month of pregnancy if they need protection from their families and se
clusion from friends. .

The Florence Crittenden Bone provides prenatal and post-natal 
care, and all deliveries are made at St. Joseph*# Hospital. For mothers 

not wishing to keep their babies, licensed child-placing agencies take 
the babies for adoptive purposes. .

An educational program is offered at the home. Classes in home 

economics are conducted In the morning, and in the afternoon hoekkeep-

iPlntervlew with T. D. Homer©, Secretary, Board of Directors of 
State Institutions for Juveniles, May 14, 1957.



1 W
i»g, typing, and shorthand are tau^it.

The women are allowed to leave the home during certain hours of
the day to attend motion picture shows or do shopping in Phoenix. They

11
are also allowed to have visitors daily.

The Good Shepherd School for Girls, located in Phoenix, serves 
the entire state of Arizona in providing rehabilitative training and 

treatment for delinquent girls. This Catholic school is operated by 
the Sisters of the Good Shepherd and is one of fifty*six schools es

tablished by the Good Shepherd Order in the Halted States to help de

linquent girls find a useful place in society.

The capacity of the school is 125; the average enrollment is be

tween 125 and IJO. The school accepts girls between the ages of twelve 

and eighteen years, and there are no restrictions as to race, creed, or 

color. In 1955-5^, approximately twenty girls were committed to the 

school by the juvenile court in Pima County.

A school program, closely correlated to that of the public 
schools, le conducted for grades eight through twelve. Special empha
sis is placed en the teaching of home economies and commercial and 
vocational courses. Seven of the eleven certified teachers are lay 

teachers; the remainder are Sisters of the Good Shepherd Order. Certi

ficates of graduation are awarded upon completion of the eighth and 
twelfth grades and upon completion of the hose nursing course.

Religious instruction is part of the school1s.program. Protes
tant ministers go there one day a week to cars for the religious seeds

^Interview with Dorothy Case, Social Verier, Florence Crittenden
Home, Phoenix, Aris., May h, 195?.



of the Protestant girls. The nuns provide the religious training for 

the Catholic girls.
The school employs a registered nurse, four idyrslclaae, two den

tists, and two. consulting psychiatrists on a part-time or contract ba

sis. A complete physical examination Is given all girls when they ar

rive at the school.

All doors leading Into and out of the school are locked, and the 

girls are under constant supervision. The recreational facilities in
clude a large recreation room with a television set, stage, and motion 

picture screen, a large day room for games, an outdoor swimming pool,, 
a soft-hall diamond, and a barbecue pit.

The girls are able to earn money and points for campus leaves 
and yard privileges by working in the laundry, cafeteria, and clothes 
room, and by doing other jobs around the school.

The average length of stay at the school is one year. Some 
girls leave before this time if they show great Improvement in their 
behavior and if the home situation is desirable or the parents are 
leaving the state. Girls may be required to stay longer than one year 

if they have not shown much improvement or do not have a desirable 

home situation awaiting them.

The Arizona State Industrial School, located at Ibrt Grant, 

cares for delinquent boys. This school, since it was moved from Ben

son to Port Grant in 1912, has been plagued with periods of mismanage
ment, inefficiency, lack of appropriations, and untrained personnel.

. ^Interview with Sister Mary of St. Theresa, Assistant Direc
tress of Girls, The Good Shepherd School for Girls, Phoenix. Ariz.. May *, 1957.
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Until the early part ef the the philosophy of the school w e

one of ptmlabsent and net of treatment and rehahllltatlen. Since that 

time, succeeding eoperintendente of the school hare tried to Isprore 
the quality of the personnel, the program, and the facilities at the 

school. The capacity of the school Is 125. As of May 193? thefe were 
246 boys living there. During the year 1955-56 the juvenile court In 

Pima County comal tted sixty-three boys to the school, twelve of whom 
were re-commitments.

Ihe boys are divided Into three age groups, each with a separate 
dormitory. The junior group, for boys twelve and thirteen years of age, 
lives bn the cottage plan with “parents. * They have their own recrea

tion room and they play, work, eat; and attend school separated from 
the older boys.

The intermediate dormitory Is for boys fourteen and fifteen years 

of age. This dormitory has a capacity of thirty-two; however, in May 
195? there were ninety living in it. In this dormitory, as in the jun
ior cottage, the boys sleep in "open bays," and the outside doors are 

locked.

There are two boys to a room In the senior dormitory, and the 
doors to the rooms are locked when the boys are in them. This dorml- 

tory is for boys sixteen and seventeen years of age. The boys are 

under constant supervision in all three dormitories, even during the 

night hours.
The school is a corrective institution that attempts to replace 

socially undesirable behavior with acceptable behavior and attitudes, 
through the use of guidance, counseling, and education. Grammar school
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students attend school all day* Sixty per cent of the hoys of jealor 

and senior high school age attend academic classes a half day and en

gage In vocational training the other half, the remainder of the hoys 
in this age group have vocational training all day and do not attend 
any classes. The vocational training offered at the state Industrial 
school Includes dairying, laundry!ng, shoe repairing, carpentry, auto 

mechanics, printing, cooking, and baking.
football, basketball, boxing, baseball, softball, and swimming 

are a part of the fall athletic program pursued at the school. Notion 

pictures are shown in the theater three times a week. Church services 
and counseling by the Protestant and Oaths lie chaplains are held twice 

a week. The school maintains an Infirmary, with a resident nurse, and 
a medical doctor from Safford spends one day a week at the school to 

care for the medical needs of the beys.

The average length of commitment for the boy# le approximately

seven months. The minimum term of commitment is now only five months
1 *»because of the crowded conditions at the school.

Termination of Juvenile Court Jurisdiction 

When the juvenile court acquires jurisdiction over a child, it 

may retain the jurisdiction until the child becomes twenty-one years 
of age. In Pima County, the policy of the juvenile court is to dis

charge a child from its jurisdiction when it reaches Its eighteenth 
birthday, after which time the child is no longer under the jurisdic
tion of the juvenile court but le subject to prosecution In the adult

1*  "

Interview with Barley Cooper, Boy's Counselor, Arizona State 
Industrial School, May 11, 1957.
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courts. Whea a child Is discharged from the jurisdiction of the j*» 

▼enile court, the records kept on.the child hy the court are destroyed.' 

The child Is new considered an adult, aad, regardless of what it may 
have done as a child, it has no court record. It "begins its adult life 

with a clean elate. ,

Critical Evaluation of the Arizona 
Juvenile Court System

The juvenile court law in Arizona is basically good. The flexi

bility of the law provides for the Individual! sat ion of justice in the 

treatment and handling of children through the use of sociological and 

psychological tools. An unfortunate and serious blow to the juvenile 

court system was dealt by the state legislature in 195? with the repeal 
of the section in the Juvenile Code which had prohibited the publica

tion of names of all children under the jurisdiction of the juvenile 

court. Further efforts in the legislature to lower the age limit of 
children coming under the juvenile court1 e jurisdiction should be op
posed. The juvenile court judges already possess the power to remand 

a child to adult court for prosecution if the judges feel such action 
is in the interest of the child and the welfare of the community. 

However, it would not be inconsistent with the theory of the juvenile 

court system if the law were amended to provide for fingerprinting 

and/or photographing of children who had committed serious types of 
offenses.

Those counties which use unofficial probation would be greatly

Ik,
Interview with *ven K. Jorgene, Jr., May 8, 1957•
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helped if the lav were amended to provide fer the counting of un

official, ae well as official, probation oaeee in determining the 

number of deputy probation officers a county may employ, The indiv

idualized handling of eases could be much mere effective if the dep
uty probation officers had smaller ease leads.

The Tenth Authority Act of 1951, which provides for the training 
and education of delinquent children under the age of twenty-one years, 
should be put into operation by an appropriation of necessary funds by 
the state legislature. This would be especially beneficial to those 
counties which lack the proper facilities for the detention and train

ing of children.
The law enforcement agencies should not coddle children; however, 

peace officers should treat children with respect and understanding and 

be aware of the fact that most of them are In the "item and etrees* 

period of life— adolescence. A child who despises a peace officer may 
have little respect for him or the law when it reaches adulthood. A 
separate juvenile division of a law enforeemeat agency, with specially 

trained.officers to handle children, is desirable It the else of the 
agency warrants a special division and makes it practicable. The treat

ment a child is given at the time of its first arrest may determine 

whether it lives its adult life as a useful cltisen or as a criminal.

Specially designed and cenetructed detention homes for children 

are far superior to jails. They net only sepaiate children from adult 
offenders, but there is an opportunity for more individualized treat
ment and care. To be effective, however, the detention home must be 
adequately staffed with trained personnel, and a full-time program
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mxet "be conducted for the children that le beth neefttl and Interesting.

She judges of the juvenile court are the baekbene of the system 
and can assure its success or Allure. If the juvenile court judges 
are to attempt to rehabilitate the unadjusted children and determine 
the type of treatment to be used, they should be trained In the fields 
of child psychology, child welfare, and sociology. Knowledge of the 
criminal and civil law la not enough. It is Imperative for the welfare 

of the children and the success of the system that the juvenile court 
judges appoint the staffs of the detention homes and juvenile probation 

departments on the basis of training and experience rather than poli

tics. The salaries of the staff personnel employed by the county de
tention homes and the juvenile probation departments should be compara

ble to those paid by the private agencies for similar work, if quali
fied personnel are to be employed and retained. The accomplishments 

of the juvenile court system will be determined to a large extent by 

the quality of the personnel employed by it. Because of the many com
plex factors Involved in working with children and the lack of a spe

cific program for the training of deputy probation officers, an in-ser
vice training program for both the new and the old deputy probation 
officers seems In order.

It Is the juvenile court judge's responsibility to give to each 
child the disposition best suited to rehabilitate it and. to protect 

the public from further injury, using the treatment facilities avail
able to the court. In order to achieve this, there needs to be cooper
ation between the public and private agencies dealing with children.
If the juvenile courts are to use the theory of rehabilitation and



training 'based on finding the roots of a child's anti-"social behavior 
and problems, the ten-minute average for court hearings, as found to 
be the case in Pima County, seems inadequate for the review of the 
case with the child and Its parents and the description to then of 
the court's plan of action for the child. The court's decision may 

have a great Impact on a child's future life and behavior. A good, 
complete pre-hearing report is of vital Importance in & case, but much 
needs to be done In working out a program for the child by the judge, 
the child, and It# parents. The deputy probation officer who investi

gates a case spends a great deal of time In preparing the case for a 

hearing, but the hearing itself seems to be based on expediency. This 

is evident in Pima County where the juvenile court judge devotee Mon

days to hearing juvenile cases, which number approximately ten each 

week— a total of forty te fifty per month. During the remainder of 

the week, he hears oases In the superior court where, for the first 
three months of 1957, approximately one hundred cases were heard by 
the three superior court judges, or approximately ten per month per 
Judge.

It is unfortunate that the juvenile court judges of the larger 

counties in Arizona cannot devote fall time to this work, especially 
when it ie realized that the Juvenile courts use a more widely diver

sified system of treatment methods, agencies, and institutions than 
do the adult courts. It is one thing, though admittedly an important 
one, for a judge to make a selection between a fine or imprisonment in 
an adult criminal court and quite another to determine the course ef 
action best suited to meet the needs of a child in the juvenile court.
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The handling sad disposition of casee should not he made on the 

heels of class position. The children in the upper economic and social 
classes should not he treated any differently from those in the lower 
classes, and those in the lower classes should not he denied any privi
leges or treatment because they happen to belong to a class that is not 
as important politically.

It is hoped that the destruction of juvenile court records when 
a child reaches eighteen years of age is used for the purpose for which 

it was intended: that is, for the protection ef the child and not for 
covering up the mistakes of deputy probation officers or juvenile court 
judges.

The weakest part of the juvenile court system in Arizona is the 

lack of proper facilities and institutions for the training and rehab
ilitation of children. An effort should he made to arouse public opin

ion to demand that more and better facilities and institutions be pro
vided by the state legislature. This could be accomplished either 
through the newspapers or through the organisation of pressure groups 
on a local and state-wide basis which would work for adequate appro
priations for state institutions for children and for improvements in 
the juvenile court system. Little can be achieved in improving the 

system unless people are organised. The League of Women Voters and 

the Parent-Teachers Association are organised on a state-wide basis 
and are concerned with the juvenile court system; however, it is not 

necessarily a major, persistent interest. That public opinion can be 

aroused to the problem of juvenile delinquency was demonstrated in 

the early months of 1957 when the Arisons newspapers aroused the public
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to the problem, and preeeare by both the public sad the aewepepere 
was brought to bear on the state legislature to make public.the rec

ords of proceedings of the juvenile courts.

As of May 1957 the facilities of the Arlsena State Industrial 
School for boys were inadequate. Because of the overcrowded conditions 
at the school, most beys are released after only five to seven months, 

after which time they return to the same environment that originally 
prompted their anti-social behavior. This is not likely to be enough 

time to rehabilitate a child, if he really needs serious help and atten

tion. The school maintains some aspects of a reformatory, despite the 
efforts of the schoolfs administration to give some attention to guid
ance and counseling, academic education, vocational training, and worth
while and useful activities for the beys.

The Arisons State Legislature should establish a state institu

tion for girl offenders. The Good Shepherd School for Girls, a Cath
olic institution, is doing a comparatively good job in training and re
habilitating delinquent girls, but it is not under the control of the 

state. The problem of rehabilitating and training child offenders 
committed to ea institution should be the responsibility of the state.

There Is a great need in Arizona for an intermediate institution 
for boy and girl offenders. This type of Institution would allow for 

a segregation of pre-delinquent and less serious offenders from those 
with more advanced, anti-social behavior records who would be sent to 

the Arizona State Industrial School and a state school for girls. There 
is also a need for more facilities and funds to provide psychiatric 
aid for understanding and treatment of children.



This thesis has beea an attempt to describe the law, facilities, 
and procedure of the juvenile court system in Pima County and Arizona. 

The question quits naturally arises as to whether the system accom
plishes the job of rehabilitating juvenile delinquents and * saving* 
them from future criminal careers. Does the system do more than just 

provide a shield behind which an unproven system may hide? In recent 

years, most writings on the juvenile court system have failed to eval
uate the effectiveness of the system through follow-up studies of 

children whose cases have been handled by the juvenile courts. Walter 
C. Reckless, in his book Criminal Behavior, states that follow-up 

studies show that poor results have been obtained from institutional, 

court, probation, and parole handling of cases. He cites the Oluecke 
study of juvenile delinquents in his evaluation of the effectiveness 

Of the system. The tiuecks study states that, through the passage of 

time and aging, the "settling-down* process is at work, and rehabili
tation may come for this reason rather ns a result of the treats
aent received in the juvenile court system.1^ It mlgit be asked, then, 
whether a low recidivist rate end the apparent rehabilitation of chil
dren occur in spite of the juvenile court system or because of it. 

Purther study and investigation of this problem are needed.
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